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Abstract 
This thesis examines the ethnic and cultural identity markers of some Montrea l 
Italians under the age of 35. The ethnography upon which this study rests was collected 
through personal, e-mail and phone interviews during the summer of 2008. This study 
focuses on how members of the Ita lian community in Montreal choose to shape and 
inform their ethnic identity through fluid and dynamic identity markers. First, the the i 
introduces the reader to the Montrea l Italian community and the main informants who 
were interviewed for this study. As well , the concepts of identi ty and ethnicity are 
examined within a folkloric fra mework. Next, the thesis delineates three case tudies. 
Chapter Three examines the issue of fragmented identity and the change in 
intergenerational identity markers, using Our Lady of Mount Cam1el Church as an 
example of a constantly evolving and complex marker of Italian identity. Visits to Italy 
by members of the younger generation of Montrea l Ital ians are the focus of the fourth 
chapter as a way in which my informants reinforce their Italian identity. Finally, in 
Chapter Five, trad itional food preparation such as tomato-canning is explored as a 
performance of identi ty and a way to shape and negotiate ethnic association. 
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Introduction 
The newness and complexity of this whole ethnic proces 
possibly more apparent in Canada where a bilingual, 
multicuLtural society has been officialLy recognized and 
where the time between mass migration and consolidation 
ha been o brief (the immigrant generation sti/1 
dominates) that the "Canadian " identity for the total 
population has not yet been estabLished (Degh 1975: 116). 
Canada is a country largely built by immigrants. Their stories have become an 
integral part of what it means to be Canadian. Canada pride it elf on being a 
multicultural country where one i encouraged to maintain an ethnic identity (Porter 
1965). My interest is in discovering how ethnic identity is expressed by young 
Montrealers of Italian descent. This thesis explore the identity marker of Montreal 
Italians and some of the multiple ways in which they perform their cultural identity. 
Montreal, as a multi-ethnic Canadian metropolis, is home to a multitude of 
culture , languages and ethnicities. After the two official founding linguistic group , th 
largest ethnic group and the one that holds my research intere t is the Ital ian community 
living in Montreal ' Ea tEnd. This group has well over 200,000 1 members living in th 
city. Though it has been a thriving community in Montreal since the !at 19111 century, it 
saw its numbers soar after WW II essentially destroyed mo t of Central and Southern 
Italy' economy. Du to the lack of jobs, land, and re ources, thousands of hopeful 
1 Thi information is from the 200 I Canadian cen u from Statistic Canada. 
(http://www.statcan.gc.ca/start-dcbut-eng.html) and excludes the Canadian-born ch ildren 
and grandchildren of the immigrants. 
Italians immigrated to Canada (Gabori 1993, Harney 1993). Half a century later, their 
immigrant narratives echo strongly within the cultural heritage of Montrea l. 
In the first half of the 2 1st century, the third generation ofi n1migrant is cotn ing 
into adulthood and negotiating what it means to be It alian in a Canadian context. They 
have embraced certain identity markers (Oring 1994) such as trips to ltaly, ltalian 
fashions, the Itali an language and traditional foodways which set them apart from other 
Canadians of their generati on. I wish to explore why these methods of identifica tion have 
been adopted. For this thesis, my main research questions focused on issues of ethnicity 
and the performance of identi ty. How did my informants choose to identi fy themselve ? 
For in tance, did they consider themselves Italian Canadians or Canadians of Ita lian 
de cent2? When did they feel most Italian? What role did visiting Italy play in their 
cultural identity? Further, I was concerned with how they performed their cul tural 
identity. Their performance of id ntity, through such activities as visiting Italy and 
participation in traditional food preparation, is the heart of this study. 
My methods fo r thi s thesi are steeped in qualitative research and while my 
research does not draw upon a tatistically representa tional sample of Montrea l Italian , l 
believe that what "such approaches lack in breadth, they make up in depth and, as such, 
provide a necessary counterpoint to survey-ori ented research" (Del egro 25). To th i 
end, from April to July 2008 I interviewed over twenty Montrealers under the age of 35 
about their exp riences a members of the Italian community. I began by interviewing 
acquaintances of mine who grew up in Italian fa milies and who then referred me to 
2 ltalian Canadian refers to those who identify mo t with their lta lian heritage while 
Canadian of Itali an descent denotes a stronger identification with Canada ov r Italy. 
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friends of theirs. Thus I was ab le to interview a rather homogenous group of Montreal 
Italians. As a young Montreal Italian, my upbringing was comparable to most of my 
informants and I believe this allowed me better access to their anecdotes and narrativ as 
they could explain their traditions and customs without worry of judgment. 
The fir t chapter introduces my main informants and their fa mily narratives. I 
chose to introduce my informants through their family narratives and immigrant saga 
because 1 was surpri sed at how attuned they were to their family hi tory. I believe that 
thi s allows the reader a glimpse into how close my informants are to their immigrant 
family members and how thi has haped their id ntity as young Montreal Italian . 
Chapter Two discusses previou scholarly work on ethnicity and identity. It 
outlines the various shifts in beliefs about ethnic folklore and identity studies in 
folkloristics. I delineate the major scholars in the e fields and their contributions to this 
study. In addition, I eli cu s recent work in various academic fields on the Italian 
community in Montreal and how my research builds upon it. 
Chapter Three explores the question of fragmented identity. Following Elliott 
Oring's three-pronged typology of individual identi ty, per onal identity and col lective 
identity, I discuss how my informants choo e to identify themselves, as Italian Canadian 
or as Canad ians of Italian descent. I explore the various ways they differentiate 
themselves from other Italian groups, be they European Italians or fe llow Canadian 
Italians. Identity markers of previous generations play an important role in how my 
informants chose to identify with their culture and have been replaced by new method of 
cultural identification. Dominant markers of the older generations uch as church 
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involvement and the layout of the traditional Italian home, are not as common among 
Montreal Italians under the age of 35. To illustrate this point, I discuss the changing role 
of the church acros three generations. While certain identity markers may have changed, 
shifted and been replaced, younger members of the Italian community choose to embrace 
markers uch as regularly visiting Italy to identify themselve as Italian. 
Chapter Four focuses on visits to the homeland by young Montrealltalians. I 
have divided these trips into three separate categori es: the School Trip, the Extended Stay 
and the Family Vis it. I deli neate what each trip type offered my informant and why th y 
undertook each visit. The trips range from short, tourist-centered, superficial vacations to 
lengthy tays in the home of previously unknown relatives. The e trip were important 
to my informants' identity and helped hape cultural awareness. One aspect of the trip are 
the natTatives my informants brought home with them. These natTati ves are fu rther 
typologized according to common themes such as Belonging in Italy and Inaccurate 
Expectations. 
Chapter Five foc uses on food culture among contemporary young Montreal 
Itali ans. Traditional food customs in Montrea l tend to be divided by gender. The making 
of wine and the curing of meats is largely male-centered, while preparing cheese, 
"making tomatoc " and handmade pasta are a female domain. However, most of these 
trad itions - male or female - are practiced onl y by grandparents or no longer practiced at 
all. This is especially true for the male-centered traditions. Wine-making and curing 
meat were mentioned as ei ther practiced by an uncle or an ail ing grandfa th r but the 
younger males l spoke to expressed no interest in continuing these tradition . The arne 
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was true for mo t of the female dominant tradition , except for tomato-making3, a 
traditional foodway practice among Montreal Italians where families preserve diced 
tomatoes or boil tomato juice for tomato sauce. It was the mo t " living" foodway 
tradition among young Montreal Italians. According to oral hi tory, before the Second 
World War, tomato-making was almo t non-existent in Southern Italy. People would buy 
tomato concentrate when they wanted sauce and dilute it. It was only po t-war that 
canning tomatoes became popular; thus for many of the post-war immigrant in Canada, 
tomato-making wa a fairly new tradition. In this chapter l focu on th oral history of 
making tomatoes in Italy and its root in po t-war Canada. I also explore the ways in 
which it i practiced in pre ent-day Montreal by young Italians, the rea on they continu 
this tradition and how it bolsters their Italian identity. This chapter i supported by a short 
DVD (Appendix A) that offer video footage I took in 2008 of the tomato-making 
process. It bows the various tomato-making proce ses and provide reader unfamiliar 
with the tradition a visual aid. 
Though the Italians in Montreal have been previou ly studied (Del Negro 1997, 
Pascali 2004) this thesi is the fir t to focus olely on the young r memb r of the 
community a well a their involvement in traditional foodway . Thi work offers a 
va luable qualitative narrative to the expanding Cield of ethnic identity. Thi re earch add 
to the small but growing folkloric literature on Italian commun itie in anada. I hope thi 
3 Tomato-making or "making tomatoe "can be paralleled to "making fi h" in 
Newfoundland. It is not th proces of actua lly making a tomato or a fish, but the proce 
of canning and making preserves of th product. 
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research expand on the emergent col lection of immigrant narratives and upplements our 
understanding of Canada's rich and varied immigrant experience . 
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Chapter 1 
The Montreal Italian Community 
As mentioned in my introduction, Montreal is home to some 200,000 Italian 
immigrants and their descendants.4 I chose my informants from this large pool of 
potential participants, drawing them from similar backgrounds and li fe experi ences. To 
that end, most of my informants are ·in their twentie or early thirties, and mo t hold at 
least undergraduate degrees. There are many common threads running through most of 
the immigrant narratives of the Montreal Italian community. However, my focus here is 
not to analyze the narrati ves but to introduce the community through the family 
narratives of my informants. 
I come from an immigrant fami ly myself. There wa ome emigration from Ita ly 
to Canada, in parti cul ar Montrea l, dating back to the late 19th century. Most of my 
fa ther's side was part of this wave of immigration. One the other hand, my mother came 
over from the Abruzzo region in Italy in the 1950s when she wa even years old. My 
materna l grandfather had come four yea rs earli er to work as a farm hand. However, once 
he arri ved in Halifax , a fe llow immigrant convinced him to remove the armband 
identi fy ing him as a farmhand headed for St. Paul Hermite becau e h argued that 
working on a farm would never allow my grandfather the financial stability and 
independence he had come for. Instead he told him to take the train to Montreal and look 
for a job in the city. My grandfather did as he was told and stay d in Montreal with no 
4 This figure varies hugely because of the "descendant factor." Community folklore tate 
that almost a million Montrealers can trace their root to Italy. 
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job secured or place to li ve. Nonetheless he quickly found a home and a job in 
construction and lived alone in Montrea l, sending back letter and money to his wife and 
children in Italy. Four yea rs later, my mother, Paola, her brother, Mario, and her mother, 
Pierina, along with my great-uncle, Vincenzo, undertook the long ea voyage from Italy 
to Halifax where they then boarded a train to Montreal. Once they arrived in Montreal, 
my grandfather was reunited with his wife and daughter, and he finally met the son he 
had left behind four years earli er when his wife had been pregnant. Both my grandparents 
learned very lim ited French and virtuall y no English but managed to liv a comfortable 
life within a growing and self-supporting Italian community in Montrea l. 
The informants for thi the i have similar fa mily histories. Sabrina Pianese is a 
25-year-o ld Education student from McG ill who also holds a Bachelor of Arts degree 
fro m the same university. Both her parents came from Southern Italy in the late 1950 . 
Her mother is from Montorio in Campobasso and came to Canada when she was eight 
years old in 1956 with her fat her, a prisoner of war during World War II , and her own 
moth r. Once she came to Canada h was held back a year in school fo r not knowing the 
language until she picked up sufficient Engli sh to be integrated with her proper grade 
level. Sabrina 's father also came to Canada when he was eight. He atTived with hi 
father, leaving hi s mother back home in Italy for a few year . Owning a home was very 
important to Sabrina 's grandfather and thus when he had enough dispo able income to 
buy a house, he designed and bui lt it himself. The family could not afford to live in the 
home straight away, so they rented it out and li ved in the backyard shed for a few year 
(Sabrina Pianese 2008). 
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Figure 1: Sabrina Piane e during the 2006 World Cup of Soccer (Used with permission -
Tania Zampini Collection). All the photographs in this chapter were taken during the 2006 
World Cup competition and conveniently show their performance ofitalianess. 
Alexander Scalia is an eighteen-year-old Liberal Arts student at Marianopolis 
CEGEP5 and has a younger brother Steven and sister Christina. His mother is my great-
uncle's daughter, making Alex my second cousin. His father Dominic, is from Cattolica 
Ereclea in the province of Agrigento, in the region of Sicily and came over when he was 
six in the 1950s. His mother was born in Canada to immigrant parents from Barisciano in 
the province of Abruzzo: 
It all started with my Zio6 Emidio, who came here first, him 
being the first of five children. So he gave himself a mission. 
This is a story he tells us every time we have big family 
reunions. You know exactly what I'm talking about - at 
5 In Quebec, high school ends at Grade Eleven and students attend CEGEP for either a 
two-year pre-university program or a three-year professional diploma. 
6 Zio means uncle in Italian. Other Italian kinship terminology used in this thesis include: 
Zia (aunt), Nonna (grandmother), Nonno (grandfather). My family does not use to the 
standard Italian pro-Zio or pro-Zia to refer to great-uncle or great-aunt. 
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hristmas, Easter and ew Year' he' ll alway tell this tory 
about when he came to Canada and he says it with uch 
pa sian. I never get tired of hearing it. 1 love to hear that tory. 
I rea ll y consider it part of my heritage. And I'm proud of it. 
This i a man who left everything to immigrate over here; it ' 
not a. y to leave your country because you know that for the 
fut ure generation you're actually giving up your root and 
making new ones. It ' very difficult to leave; there' the 
whole thing about having to adapt to a new language, new 
li fe tyle all that stuff. He came here with nothing, the cliche , 
came here with nothing and built himself up and he brought 
the rest of hi famil y here including his younger brother 
Vincenzo DiPaolo, my nonno. And that way they made th ir 
family, brought their wives her and li ved in the sam hou e. 
You have to be very gut y to leave your country; you don ' t do 
that for no reason. I' m tarting to under tand why. ow th y 
are very ucce sful people, r mean my Zio Emidio, h worked 
in construction, as a fo r man, he owns apartment building 
and my nonno worked in the kitchen for most of hi life. A 
hardworker, my mother tell me he'd always get to work half 
an hour arly and tart working half an hour before. Really 
hardworker. My nonna went into sewing (Alexander ca lia 
2008). 
Alexander's younger brother tev n wa al o a helpful informant. He is the 
younge t of my informants at fifteen but offered me some es entia! in ight . He attend 
a private Fren h high chool and is very sport -ori ented. He feel a trong connection to 
ltaly as he sp aks Itali an and visits Italy with hi s family every couple of ummers. H 
consider himself a member of the Italian town his father is from: 
My fa ther comes from icily the island next to the boot. He 
wa born in the province of Agrigento, in Cattolica reclea 
which i also known for the mob and the mobster that come 
from there. Which gives us a bad reputation. Notice I said 
' u ' because I feel included in the community (Steven Scalia 
2008). 
Tania Zampini is currently a Ph.D. student at Johns Hopkin Univer ity who 
attended McG ill for both her B. and M.A d grees in Ita lian Studie . he ha an older 
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sister who is a doctor and a younger brother currently attending Marianopolis CEGEP. 
Her mother Carmela still works while her father Felice is now retired. All of her 
grandparents are deceased. Her maternal grandfather came to Canada after World War I 
in 1924 to marry her grandmother, whose family had been living in Canada since before 
World War I. Her father came over with his parents and brother in 1955 when he was 
four: 
He talked about how difficult growing up in Montreal was in the 
beginning because they didn 't really have their own house. They 
were sharing housing with a number of families. They didn' t have 
a lot of space. He was trying to learn English and French at the 
same time. It was harder for hi brother, though, who was already 
thirteen at that point. He told me about how his parents had a hard 
time finding work. His mother had to do factory work in textiles 
and such. My grandfather was in construction, of course, as they 
all were (Tania Zampini 2008). 
Figure 2: Tanja Zampini during the 2006 World Cup of Soccer (Used with permi sion -
Tanja Zampiru Collection) 
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Celia D'Andrea is completing a law degree from Universite de Montreal and has 
previously graduated from McGill with a Bachelor of Arts. Her mother came over from 
Campobasso, in the region ofMolise, in 1964 when she was a baby. Her father, from San 
Bartolomeo in Galdo near Naples, left Italy in 1963 when he was ten. Her father is 
president of his regional Italian association in Montreal and is very proud of being Italian. 
In fact, when he heard I was interviewing his daughter about he·r experiences as an Italian 
Canadian he offered himself as an informant for my research.-
Figure 3: Celia D' Andrea during the 2006 World Cup of Soccer (Used with permission -
Tania Zampini Collection) 
Karim Rahim, who is 24, is ofboth Indian and Italian descent. He holds a 
Bachelor of Science degree from McGill and is working on an M.D. from Universite de 
Montreal. His father was born to Indian parents in Uganda and came to Canada in 1973 
when Jdi Amin forcibly evicted the Indian population. His mother is Italian from 
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gnone in the Campoba o region and came to Canada ometime in the 1950s. Though 
Karim is an Ismaili Muslim, he is "not really practicing. I've been to church as many 
times as I've been to mosque" (Karim Rahim 2008). 
Michael Di Paolo, now eighteen, is the son of my uncle and thus my first cou 111 . 
He is half-Italian and half-Hungarian Canadian but "I consider myself more Italian than 
Hungarian" (Michael Oi Paolo 2008). His mother was born in Canada, as was his 
maternal grandmother but his maternal grandfather was born in Hungary and came over 
when he was 24. Michael' father wa born in Italy and immigrated when he was four. 
Our common grandfather is a fanta tic storyteller and often tell us about his experience: 
My grandfather, before every family reunion mentions 'It's 
been 52 years since I came over with just a suitcase, and 
I've made a li ving for our family and we have a wonderful 
family now' and he just speak to how he made omething 
out of nothing. My nonna says that they left Italy for the 
land of opportunity, to find a better way to support a family 
and to start a new life and to not live on a farm anymore. 
My aunt talks about being dirt poor in Italy (Michael Oi 
Paolo 2008). 
Lucia Silvestri , 24, li ves with her parents around the corner from my grandparents' hou e 
and a block away from the neighborhood Italian church. Living near the neighborhood 
Italian church is ignificant because of the close ties many of the older members of the 
community have with the Catholic Church. Many older women attend church services 
dai ly, are members of various prayer church group and take part in th ocial a pect of 
the church community. For many years Lucia was a member of the youth choir, the 
church youth group, a liturgical dancer and a catechist. 
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She is studying to become a Chartered Accountant at McGill where she also 
completed her Bachelor's degree. Both her parents were born in Italy and came over as 
teenager in the 1960 . Her mother is a eam tre sand Italian- chool7 teacher while her 
father works in auto repa ir. Her only living grandparent, her maternal grandmother, lives 
in the up tairs apartment of her parents ' duplex and Lucia points out that th y have a very 
close relationship, seeing each other almost every day. Lucia's mother Michelina came to 
Canada in 1965 when she was fifteen from Campobasso: 
She came here with her younger brother and it was hard for 
her to integrate. She had no one she knew, she didn't speak 
Eng I ish so she didn't really go to school. She spent a lot of 
time alone or helping my grandmother work. She didn't 
pursue school. My uncle, the boy, went to school. She got 
married at nineteen. My father on the other hand, came when 
he was twenty. He was working in Italy. They are both from 
Campobasso. From the same town actually! He had most of 
his family here. His parents were till in Italy. He came with 
his sister. His cou ins were here already (Lucia Silve tri 
2008). 
Her mother's first memories of Canada were not all pleasant: 
My mother always talk about the first day she went to 
school. The teacher put her in a group with the non-Italian 
kids. She probably did it for her own good but she felt o 
cornered. She didn't know a word of English. She hated it. 
The teacher told h r that he needed to forget Italian and to 
forget Italy, which i n't the best thing to tell an immigrant 
(Lucia Silvestri 2008). 
Michelle DeVincenzo, 23, is a tudent at Concordia University in Italian Studie 
and ha two older sisters; she li ves with her parents in Anjou, a quiet East End suburb of 
Montreal. Michelle's mother came to Canada when she was five from Campoba so wi th 
7 A Saturday morning language school for children. 
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her mother. While his family immigrated to Canada, Michelle's maternal grandfather 
went to work in the United States with his brothers. Michelle's father came over when he 
was nine from San Bartolomeo in Galdo. He came with his mother and aunts because his 
father had come to Canada two years earlier to work and save money for his family. 
Michelle explained that her father does not like to talk about coming here: 
He is reluctant to talk about it. Most of the time he focuses on 
the boat, on the conditions they were forced to endure. What 
sticks with me is the number of people on the boat and that 
they were all underneath in steerage. It wasn't a very good 
situation to be in. I think the thing he found the hardest was 
that in Italy they owned a bakery and would deliver food. 
Here they had to start from scratch. They eventually owned a 
meat company (Michelle De Vincenzo 2008). 
Figure 4: Michelle De Vinenzo (left) and Jackie De Stefano during the 2006 World Cup 
of Soccer (Used with pem1ission - Elizabeth Cotignola Collection) 
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Jackie De Stefano, who i 23 recently finished her Bachelor of Commerce from 
McGill and currently works in a marketing firm in downtown Montreal and hopes to start 
her M.B.A. within a few years. During her undergraduate career, she lived in Turin D r 
ix month studying business and soaking up the Italian lifestyle. She has played soccer 
competitively for years and is also an accomplished musician (as well as a former 
band mate of mine). Her father, Jack, is the Director of Counseling Psychology at McGill , 
wh ile her mother is a former teacher turned financial planner. She has a younger sister, 
.Jessica, who i an English Literature student at Concordia Uni versity. Her father left 
Campobasso when he was seven with his parents and "his only memory from the trip i 
eating his first banana on the boat. He came with his parents. He already had an uncle 
who was here who was the family's sponsor" (Jackie De Stefano 2008). Her mother, on 
the other hand, was conceived in Italy but born in Montreal. Louise, Jackie's mother, left 
Italy with her mother and came to Montreal "through El lis Island8, whereas my father 
came in through Halifax. My grandmother came here alone with her si ter. Her husband, 
after the war, went down to Venezuela and was a barber in Venezuela for two years. 
Then he made some money and came up to Montreal" (Jackie De Stefano 2008). 
Pina Ippolito is 33 year old and works as a ecretary for the English Montr al 
School Board. She live in Boucherville, in the South Shore area of Montreal , with h r 
husband Mauro and two young children. She comes from a large, fema le-dominated 
Sicil ian fam il y. She has three sisters, her father has seven sisters, and her mother has 
three. Both her 1 arents are from Cattolica Ereclea in the Sicilian province of 
8 o explanation is given in the family's oral hi tory of the move from the USA to 
Canada. 
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Agrigento. Her father came over with hi parents when he was fifteen years old. Some 
of hi s sister ended up livi ng in Montreal , whi le others married and were scattered all 
over Europe. His mother worked in textile factories, as did his sister . Pina ' mother 
also worked in textile , a a eamstre sand in factories, as did mo t f the women in 
Pina 's fami ly. 
Elizabeth Cotignola was born to Michael and Nicolina Cotignola in 1984. Sh ha 
two younger sibl ings, Annie and Anthony. he completed her B.A. from McGill and i 
now working on a Law degree from Loyola University in Chicago. he con iders family 
an essential part of the Montreal Italian experience: "We' re Italian with all that it imp lie . 
I still live at home with my parents and siblings and my mother' mother live next door 
and we' re a very close-knit fami ly. I love my family; they are one of my blessings" 
( Iizabeth otignola 2008). Her mother i from Salerno in Campagnia and met her 
husband in anada who, by coincidence, wa also from the ame villag . Her father came 
with both hi s parents when he wa eight year old . Her mother icolina, came to Canada 
when she wa two years old in 1957. She came with her parent who w rk d as 
"farmers"9 in Italy. In Canada, Elizabeth 's grandmother worked in textile factories for 
most of her working year : 
My mother has really fond memorie of always being 
urrounded by fami ly. H r cousi ns all lived on th arne 
trcct. The only negative thing they alluded to about be ing 
an immigrant is that the French kids would make fun of 
them. My parents grew up with the idea that Italy wa a 
land of desperation, so I think they are very happy to be in 
anada. They are proud Canadian (Elizabeth otignola 
2008). 
9 Probably contadini, peasant farmers. 
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Figure 5: Elizabeth Cotignola (left) and author during the 2006 World Cup of Soccer (Used with 
permission - Jackie De Stefano Collection) 
Angie and Clorinda Antonacci, both in their early thirties, are teachers at the 
same high school in Montreal's East End. Angie is married with a young daughter 
and lives in the upstairs apartment of her parents' duplex. Clorinda lives with her 
parents and brother Johnny. Both sisters feel strongly that their university degrees are 
a reflection of their mother's respect for education and her wish to have received a 
university education herself. Their father came over in 1967 from Abruzzo because 
Expo '67 needed welders. He came by himself to live with some relatives while he 
worked at the world famous exposition. He intended to go to the United States 
afterwards but he was not able to obtain a work visa, so he stayed in Canada and 
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worked many different jobs to make a living. For years he worked in a candy factory 
making chocolates and finally worked as a mechanic unti l he retired. Their mother 
came from Cattolica Ereclea in Sicily in 1963 with her parents. Living an·angement 
were not easy in tho e first few years. As a family ultimately of six, they were often 
crammed into small apartments with one or two other families (Angie and Clorinda 
Antonacci 2008). 
This capsule history of my informants ' families shows more than a few 
commonalities among the immigrant nan·ative . Firstly, most of the men who came 
over found jobs in physically demanding fi elds such as construction after having 
previously been contadini or blue-collar workers in Italy. Women, on the other hand, 
most often found work in textile factories as seamstresses. Also, many of them became 
members of the bourgeoisie or the middle-class once in Canada. Secondly, all of the 
Sicilian informants I spoke to were from the tiny village ofCattolica Ereclea in the 
province of Agrigento in Sicily. This is a trend that expands beyond my informants, a 
1 have never met a Sicilian in Montreal who was not from Cattolica Ereclea. 10 
Moreover, it was common for my informants ' grandparents to have come over 
separately, with the grandfather coming over a few years early. Cultural duality is a 
common theme within immigrant discourses. 
While my informants may seem on the outside, as perfectly a similated, 
English-speaking Canadians, they have not severed their ties to their Italian heritage. 
10 This "chain" migration is discu sed further in Leslie Bella's book Newfoundlanders: 
Home and Away, in which she de cribe how immigrants follow one another to the same 
region or community. See also, John and Leatrice Mac0onald.l964. for a wider 
discussion of this phenomemon. 
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They foster their cultural identity in various ways - their famili es' immigration 
narratives, perpetuating existing foodways customs, and through heritage pilgrimages 
to Italy. They are very connected with their families and are also narratologically 
aware of their familial immigrant sagas. They are upwardly mobile, educated, travelers 
and are well integrated in the French/English milieu of Montreal. They are also 
working on defin ing themselves as adult members of the Italian community in 
Montreal and embracing and maintaining identity markers that shape and inform their 
group identity. 
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Chapter 2 
The Concept of Identity 
Elliott Oring has pointed out that identi ty is at the core of what fo lklori sts have 
been doing for generations (Oring 1994: 216). Ethnicity and identity are field that many 
folklorists have sought to research and document ethnographically. Oring defines an 
ethnic group as people identifying with: 
A hi storica lly derived cultural tradition or style, which may 
be composed of both explicit behavioral features as well as 
implicit ideas, va lues and attitudes. Furthermore, 
membership in an ethnic group i acquired primarily by 
descent (Oring 1986: 24). 
This thesis examines such a group. The Italians in Montreal adapted their behaviors, 
values and traditions from the immigrant culture they grew up in. In addition, an ethnic 
group exi ts as part of a larger mainstream society rather than as an independent and self-
upporting entity. In keeping with this, the Ita lian community in Montrea l ha spent yea rs 
intermingling with the various ethnic and cultural groups in the city while maintaining a 
distinct ethnic identity. According to Oring, an ethn ic identi ty would be the sum of the 
" intellectual and the emotional sense that an individual has of his r lationship to the 
behaviors, ideas and values of an ethnic group" (Oring 1986:24 ). As uch, ethnicity 
would be defined as the thought or action based on this identi ty. As wil l be seen in this 
thesis, the behav iors, va lues and ideas of my informants reflect their fl uid concept of 
identity and their complex roles as the younger members of an ethnic group. 
As Stephen Stern has noted, many have argued that ethnic folklore is "a 
significant indicator of a group' trad itional values" (Stern 7). As such, the study of 
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ethnicity and identity repre ents two sides of the ame coin. In thi s chapter I will review 
the main scholarly and folkloric works on Italian Canadians, ethnicity, ethnic folklore and 
identity. In addition, I will introduce the community of young Montreal Italians I grew up 
in and spent the ummer of2008 interviewing. 
Two recent ma ter 's these on Montreal Italians explore the community in very 
different way . La ra Pasca li takes a qualitative approach to documenting the two-kitchen 
phenomenon among Italians in North America, while Lucio De Martinis takes a 
quantitati ve look at intergenerational ethnic retention. The two-kitchen home is a orth 
American Itali an tradition that has many Italian families building kitchen in their 
ba ement as well as on the main floor. This set-up is especially common in multiple 
dwelling home such as duplexes or triplexes. The kitchen in the basement tends to be 
made of cheaper materials and is used more frequently than the upstairs kitchen. The 
upstair kitchen, generally created of finer materials, is rarely u d. Pa ca li does not 
pecifically focu on Montreal Italian fam ilie , but a significant portion f her fieldwork 
was done with Montreal fa milies. For her master's thesi in Architecture at McGill 
Un iver ity, he spoke to Italian families in Montreal , Toronto and New York about the 
dua l kitchens in their homes. She us the Ita lians in North America a a ca e study to 
examine how, "socio-economic factor and cultural values have haped th d sign of 
kitchens, and in turn , how kitchens create an identity for their u er "(Pa ca li 4). She 
argues that the two kitchens are linked to the creation of an ethnic identity in North 
America (Pa ca li 4). As wi ll be seen below, a temporary econd or third kitchen is 
created in the garage during the annual cu tom of tomato-making by Montreal Italian 
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Pa ca li define "culture" in much the ame way globalization cholar Anthony 
King suggests, as a dynamic term that is the "active construction of meaning, or the 
process and code through which meaning are constructed n gotiated, conveyed and 
understood" (King 138). She states that, a hown too by Gerald Pociu ' work in Calvert, 
ewfoundland, tradition and modernity can ex ist symbiotically, and that the introduction 
of moderni zation docs not pel I the end of traditional societies. The power of ethnicity is 
that it i not a , tatic notion but rather a mutable one, adaptable to changing surroundings 
and new nvi ronmcnt (Pascali 12). 
Pasca li ' view on ethnicity and culture stand in contra t to th ma ter' thesi 
written by geographer Lucio De Martinis at McGill University in 2005. Hi main 
argument is that young Montrea lltalians refl ect a pattern of symbolic ethnicity rather 
than an ethnicity ba ed on cultural values. What is meant by "values" in contrast to 
" ymbol " i not made clear but I can urmise that he define cultural values as 
ynonymous with cultural identity and attack symbols as lacking both the d pth and 
meaning of va lue . His thesis is focu cd on the question, "How much of the old ha 
urvived" (D Martinis 2)? Such a question brings to mind older folkl ore works dealing 
with ethnicity a urviva l such a Richard Dorson and Kenneth Thigpen (who will be 
discus ed later in thi chapter). De Martini states that an ethnic identity i defined a "a 
set of effort to maintain a certa in level of attachment with people of imilar thnicity 
.... Keeping an ethnic identity therefore mean preserving the core va lu s associated 
with the ethnic group" (De Martinis 5). To prove that young Montrea l Italian are in the 
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process of los ing their culture De Martinis conducts "ethnographic" 11 interviews with 
sixty Italian famili es. 
He asks a serie of questions about language and traditions to three generation 
and offers them as statistics representing the Italian community living in Montreal. Thi 
type of study is problematic. Firstly, it is risky to treat culture as static and to view the 
unstoppable evolution of ethnicity as treacherous to an immigrant group. It i also old-
fashioned to include, in an academic work on culture, sentences such as, "Through 
generation , Italians have undergone what I call 'ethnic weathering,' defined here as a 
loss of ethnic authenticity" (De Martinis 74) or "Symbolic identity, however, lacks the 
cultural genuineness of Italians" (De Martinis 75). ''Authenticity" and "genuine," a 
Regina Bendix has pointed out, are very loaded concepts that can be easi ly misconstrued 
as offensive and patronizing (Bendix 1997). 
When I first began research for my thesis in 2008, I had many similar beliefs to 
De Martini s. On the surface, it does seem that, indeed, young Montreal Italians are not a 
"traditionally Italian" a their parent and grandparents. Most do not peak Italian 
fluently, nor do they know much about Italy's hi tory. Many do not attend church 
regularly, or li ve on the ame treet a the rest of their family. Most are not interested in 
making homemade pasta or wine and many do not name their children after relatives. 
These w re all factor De Martinis u ed in concluding that young Montreal Italians were 
11 l am using quotation marks around the term ethnographic because though he repeatedly 
de cribes his interviews as ethnographic they were not. He read a questionnaire aloud to 
hi in forman ts who then an wered the questions whi le being taped. To me, thi ts a 
quanti ta ti ve, question nai re-based study and not an ethnographic one. 
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losing their cultural identity. However, once r began speaking to my info rmants, I quickly 
realized that both ongoing changes in identity markers and emerging traditions showed 
that young Montrea l Italian till consider themselves very much Ita lian, but within a 
Canadian context. It would be unfair to expect them to be viewed otherwise, as they have 
been born and raised simultaneously Italian and Canadian, a dua lity the immigrant 
grandparents and parents did not always have to grapple with. 
Earlier work on the Montrealltalian commun ity is found in Giovanna Del 
Negro's book, Looking Though My Mother 's Eyes based on her master's thesis. In th i 
study, he collects and explores the life torie of nine immigrant women and focuse on 
how knowledge and meaning grow out of everyday experiences. In telling their stori e , 
the women "expressed resentment and ambiva lence towards the repressive cultural values 
and practices that limited and dictated their choice ofhu band and activitie "(Del Negro 
12). Her informant speak of simultaneous attachment to and detachment from Italy 
whi le being both grateful for and disappointed with Canada. She also di cusses the 
forced sec lusion many Italian women lived through back in Italy. Since the e women, 
even after immigration, were fo rced to live and work in primarily female-dominated 
environments, they developed strong bonds with female neighbors and family member . 
Whi le her book is not on the Montreal Italian community as a whole, but a small segment 
of it, it is nonetheless an important study of immigrant women who have to navigate both 
a patriarchal Italian culture and a modern, feminist Canadian context. The present the is 
dea ls with some of these contradictions as aspects of contemporary identity construction. 
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Early research on ethnicity and ethnic folklore tended to focu on what fo lk 
traditions and customs were retained from the homeland. Richard Dorson, in his 1959 
book American Folklore. develops a set of questions to guide fu rther research on ethnic 
folklore. He asked, " What happens to the inherited traditions of European and Asiatic 
folk after they settl e in the Uni ted States and leam a new language and new ways? How 
much of the old lore is reta ined and transmitted to their children" (Dor·son 135)? These 
questi ons are focused on the di stinction between the "pure" immigrant lore and the 
intruding influences of the new home country. The prevailing belief, fo r the surviva list 
school , was that all meaningful folklore ("Old World Lore") occurred in the past. 
Dorson argue that "the few students of immigrant folklore tend to agree that imported 
folk custom and ideas wither rapidly under the merciless glare of American life" 
(Dorson 148) . Dor on a! o proposes a three-way classification of immigrant fo lklore: 
retention, recession and elimination. Retention occurs when traditions persi t in the new 
home country. Rcces ion is described as the withdrawal of active portions of folk 
tradition . Elimination happens when these elements do not survive the migration 
(Dorson 44). 
Dorson ' s work was elaborated on by Kenneth Thigpen in the early 1970s. In hi 
book Folklore and the Ethnicity Factor in The Lives of Romanian-American ba ed on 
his earli er Ph.D. di sertation, Thigpen devise a typology that classifies accul turation 12 
according to vari ous sub-processe . He describes: 
12 Accultu ra tion is best defined by the anthropologists Redfield, Linton and Herskovit as 
the "phenomena which result when groups of individuals having di fferent cul tures come 
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I) Ethnic Surviva l: folk tradi tions that are retained but 
have little to do wi th specifi c cultural concerns. 
a) Detached Survival: folk customs that are seen a 
only relevant to the homeland. 
b) Adapted Surviva ls: folk traditions that 
are upheld and modified in the country of 
immigration. 
2) Retention: customs that are sustained as a means to 
arti culate a particu lar ethnicity. 
3) Ethnic Reviva l: practices that became popular only 
after immigration. 
4) Ethnic Reinten ification: folkways that are no longer 
practiced by the immigrants but by their 
childr n or grand-children (Thigpen 1973). 
At Stephen St rn notes in his 1977 article on ethnic folklore, this typology is 
laden with surviva list ideology. Thigpen, much like Dorson, gives "readers the 
impression that folklore consist ofsuperorganic ' items' which are bravely trugg1ing 
aga inst the forces of ' decay"'(Stern 19). Thigpen's ideas are fu rther elucidated in works 
by Frank Paulsen and Elli Kangas-Maranda, who conclude that "Old World Lore" is 
dying in the Danish and Finnish Americans immigrant commu ni ties (Paulsen 1967, 
Konga -Maranda 1963). 
Linda Degh 's work on accul turation and cul tural adjustment are also valuable 
assets when dealing with ethnici ty and immigrant groups. She argue that accu lturat ion is 
a two- tep process that, "dissolve the thnic enclaves in a very short period oftime, 
usually within two generations" (Degh 1975: 115). In the first phase, immigrants must 
adjust to li ving in a new country. In order to do so, the immigrant must learn a new 
language and give up certain habits that are no longer viable in this new country. In the 
into continuous (·i rst-hand contact, wi th sub equent changes in the original culture 
patterns of either or both groups" (Redfield e/ a!. 1936: 150). 
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second phase, the "immigrant's identification wi th the majority of the population aro e as 
an inevitable internal change of values resulting from adherence to the new society" 
(Degh 1975: 11 5). She contends that Old Country traditions and values must be replaced 
by new experiences in a new country. 
In her article "U es of Folklore as Expressions of Identi ty by Hungarians in the 
Old and New Country," Degh argues that there were two opposing forces that influenced 
the identity of Hungarian Americans. Firstly, was the a similationist policies of the 
government that "discouraged and suppressed manifestations of ethnic loya lty" (Degh 
1984: 194). Secondly, was the orth American civil rights movement in the 1960s and it 
consequence of reawakening of white ethnic pride. The acculturating first step for the 
immigrants was to create pan-Hungarian ethnic symbols and thus, "Gypsy music ... 
Hungarian dre , the stuffed cabbage, chicken paprikas and strudel became the mo t 
popular and lasti ng Hungarian identity symbols" (Degh 1984: 195). Degh show a clear 
change in attitudes towards ethnic identity among the two waves of Hungarian 
immigration to orth America. The first wave, prior to World War I, wa characterized 
by immigrants who suppressed "peasant tradition and introduced element of a provincial 
middle-class Hunga ri an prototype" (Degh 1984: 195). The second wave of Hungarian 
immigrants, who came after the Second World War, played an important rol in a 
renewa l of the Hungarian ethnic arts. However, Degh argues that it is those Hungarian 
immigrants who came after the fa iled Hungarian Upri ing of 1956 who are the bigge t 
dis eminators of Hungarian folklore. She as erts that maintaining an ethnic identity i a 
matter of individual choice for members of an immigrant community and that those who 
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opt fo r an ethnic identity must choose a few select symbols for creative cultivation. This 
is usually in the form of holidays, food ways, religion, folk arts or language (Degh 1984: 
196). Alan Dunde developed the concept of devolutionary ethnic behavior (Dunde 
1969) and Linda Degh later elucidated it by delineating three major teps in this process. 
The immigrant first arrive with a set of cultura l values. The second generation breaks 
away from these va lues while the third generation smoothly integrates with the dominant 
society. 
Robert Klymasz's tudies in the 1970s ofUkrainian Canadian and cultural 
integration provide a va luable fra mework for the study of immigrant groups in Canada. 
He singles out the mo t important factor in the development of Ukrainian folklore a the 
los of the Ukrain ian language. Thus, without language to communicate: 
folk heritage comes to be disseminated more or les in 
sensory terms alone - acoustic, optica l, and tactile 
manifestations devoted, for instance, to the 'sound' of 
Ukra inian country music, the 'art' oftraditional crafts ... 
and the 'taste' ofOid Country food (Kiyma z 1973 : 134) . 
Klymasz bo il s clown the evolution of immigrant folklore into three tages. Th fir t tage 
is characterized by re istance to change, the second to the breakdown due to change and 
finally the reconstitution and adjustment to change (Klymasz 1973: 134) . He is careful to 
assert that this sequence of stages i not meant to show that old and new folk tradition 
are unable to exi t together, although they were often portrayed a mutually exclusive 
concepts by ea rli er scholars. He adds that we "encounter the immigrant folklore complex 
in a dynamic tate of fl ux replete with the various tension , seeming contradiction , and 
ambiva lence that reflect the conditioning impact of the acculturation process in the New 
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World" (Kiymasz 1973: 138). Klyma z argues that while many ofthe immigrant folk 
traditions are abandoned, many hold on and arc adapted to suit the community 's changing 
ense of ethnic loyalty and identity (Kiymasz I 971 ). 
Elliott Oring's 1994 article "The rts, Arti facts and Artifice of Identity" is a 
more recent look at the concept of identity in folklore. In thi work he outlines variou 
types of identities. He breaks identity down into three related concepts. Individual 
identity refers to understanding and recognizing the elf. Personal identity is composed of 
memorie , identi ficati ons, idea and experience that come to "con titute a perhap 
shifting, but nevertheless discernible c nftguration" (Oring 2 12). Finally, a coli ctive 
identity refers to the experi ences, expre ion and ideas common to a group. He argue 
that for generation , fo lklore was con idcred an artifact of identity becau through 
lo lklore one could "c tablish and asc rtain the underlying common qualities of those who 
were fundam ntall y unlike one elf' and that oral communication would preserve uch 
artifacts (Oring 2 I 6). Oring's typology will be discussed at greater length in the third 
chapter of thi thesis. 
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Chapter 3 
Folklore and Fragmented Identities 
"I fee /like a mutt. Like I 'm torn between two cultures" (Clorinda Antonacci 2008). 
Identity is a fluid concept that is both complex and multi-faceted. Elliott Oring 
devised a typology for folklorists to be better quipped to study issues of identity. As 
discussed in the previou chapter, Oring breaks identity down into three sections. 
Individual identity is described as a person's factual self such a birthplace and 
citizenship. On the other hand, personal identity fall s within the constructed definition of 
identity, and is concerned with beliefs, thoughts and ethnic association. Collective 
identity i a cross-section of shared personal beliefs and identity within a group. As Oring 
how , identity is not ea ily compartmentalized or defined. H demonstrates that we can 
only study identity through people's action and performances and thus we are limited in 
our ability to concretely define an individual or a group identity (Oring 1994). This 
chapter will focus on the application of Oring's typology to my informants' views of 
identity and will demon trate the fluid nature of their ethnic identification. Further, I also 
examine identity markers of the younger generation of Montreal Italian and how they 
differ from the marker of previous generation . To illustrate this point, I use the change 
in church involvement at Our Lady of Mount Carmel Church a a case study. 
Identity goes beyond the language one speaks or the ethnicity of one's parent . 
Identity is hown outwardly through expressive performance; however, identity it elf i 
in an inner association. Therefore the performance is simply a means for us to examine 
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identity. Thus, coming to a fu lly developed and concrete definition of an individua l or 
group is eli fTicult as we are limi t d to studying the expression and performance of such. In 
add ition, though Oring has separated identity into three manageable areas of study, one's 
identity can be considered the sum total of these three categories. Oring defines 
individual identity as "the space-time connection with states, thought and actions from 
the past" (Oring 2 12). I interpret thi to mean the set of factual and objective details that 
construct the framework of an individual. This category of identity comprises one's 
biographical information: for instance, all of my informants are Canadian citizens and are 
the children of Itali an immigrants. At the time of the interview, they w re all between the 
age of fifteen and 33 and they were all residents of Montrea l. All of my informant are at 
lea t conversational ly trilingual in English, French and Italian. 
Although these statement are facts, they all hold different meanings on a 
personal level in how my informants construct their concept of self. As quoted below, for 
some, being considered Ital ian is of utmost importance, while others empha ize their 
Canadian identity. The majority, on the other hand, refused to be exclusive about such 
labels. This va ri ety of what is stre sed as important is part of the p ronal identity defined 
by Oring. Every informant may be a Canad ian citizen, but whether they choo e to 
personally identify with a Canadian identity is a di fferent matter altogether. The 
complex ity of this issue is highlighted by the findings of Statistics Canada that report an 
increase in people asserting multiple ethnic ancestries over the pa t three nation-wide 
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censuse . The figures have been on the rise since 1996 when, 7.8 million13 Canadian 
reported multiple ethnicitie , while in 200 I the numbers rose to 11.3 million. The 200 I 
censu reported I ,270,369 (4.3%) people counting themselves as Italian, up from 
I ,207 ,4 75 (4.2%) in 1996. In Montreal , the 200 I census reported that 224,460 
Montrealers declared themselves to be of Italian origin. Of this number, 70,405 (3 1 %) 
reported multiple ancestries and 154 005 (69%) declared a single ancestry. In the most 
recent 2006 census, 260,345 Montrealers declared themselves Italian, and among them 
98,440 (38%) asserted multiple ethn icities. These findings are echoed in a recent article 
written by Joshua La lor. He explores the surge in multiple ancestry responses by 
Newfoundlanders in the 2006 census. l-Ie write that, "this may be part of a trend of 
people seeing themselves in multiple terms. ln any event, thi s variation in p ople's 
response alludes to the fluidity of cthnicity" (Lalor 30). 
At first glance it can be ea y to a sume that the number of people a erting 
them elves a Italian is growing simply becau e the community is expanding. However, 
the number of Italian immigrants entering Canada since the late 1960s is almost 
negligible. When Statistics Canada's website states the top ten recent immigrant 
ethnicities in Montreal in their 200 I census, they arc mo tly from Africa or the Middl 
East. Italy is not one of them. Stati tic Canada Online conjectures that a reason for the 
increase in responses of multiple ancestries is intermarriage. Statistic Canada argu that 
intermarri age would likely cause the offspring of these unions to list multiple ance tri 
This is a likely factor for many immigrant groups that have b en in Canada fo r 
13 Every tatistic I cite can be found onl ine at Stati stics Canada's website: 
htlp://www.statcan.gc.ca/start-clcbut-cng.html (Acce sed on June 8th, 2009). 
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generations. I argue that this is not yet likely to be a cause for Montreal Italians. By and 
large, my grandparent ' generation came to anada married or engaged. Their children 
general ly manied Italian and, while ome man·ied member of other ethnic group , thi 
was likely the exception and not the rule. Thi may very well change a the younger 
generation begin to marry. Thi generation i ery much plugged into Montreal's 
multiculturali m as demonstrated by my informants' willingne s to date and many non-
Italian , of having clo e non-Italian friends and in attending ethnically diverse po t-
econdary in titutions. In fact , the number of people declaring an Italian ethnicity in 
Montrea l grew 35,885 from 200 I to 2006 and 78% of that increa e wa in multipl 
ancestrie . Thi mean that either people are now asserting them elve a Italians when 
they had previou ly given a single ance try respon e, or that the younger people being 
questioned are more likely to list several ethnicities. 
The e f-inding ar echoed by the views of my informant who oft n cia ified 
themselv a both anadian and Italian. During each interview, I a ked what my 
informants con idcred themselve to be, an Italian Canadian or anadian of Italian 
descent with the first indicated to be a tronger id ntification wi th Italy. It was the rare 
occa ion when an in formant answer d right away. They tended to generally be undecid d 
on this matter or fe lt trongly toward a multiple ethnic attachment. lexand r ca lia fe lt 
strongly that he was a Canad ian tirst: 
I am a Canadian of Italian descent. I was born here. I am a 
anadian and I lik it here. I'm proud of my Ital ian root. I 
trongly believe that my ance tors helped build thi 
country. This i why wh n people talk about Quebec 
ovcreignty it pis e me off. My ance tor helped build it; I 
want it to stay in Canada. You know there is that aying 
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that it takes three generations to assimilate? I'm inclined to 
believe that. I see that it 's happened to me and to other 
third generation people in the famil y. I rea lize that even if 
we wanted to control it, we wouldn ' t be able to (Alexander 
Sca lia 2008). 
Andre Di Pietro was also steadfast in his identification with Canada before Italy: 
In my opinion there are no Italian Canadians in my 
generation. We are Canadian with an Italian heritage but 
you are fi rst of all a Canadian. Unless you're born in Italy, 
but even then, if you' re living here, you're Canadian. I 
would even say Quebecois! I'm not a separatiste but sti ll, 
it's true (Andre Di Pietro 2008). 
Karim Rahim , who is both of Ita lian and Indian descent declared, wi thout hes itation, his 
identi ty as Canadian as soon as I asked the question: 
I' m a Canadian of ltali an descent. An Italian Canadian is 
someone who considers themselves first and foremo t 
Italian who happens to be living in Canada. So that's a 
newly arrived immigrant who just landed here. I mean my 
Italian roots go back two generations, my mom was born 
here. It would be ridiculous of me to think anything else. 
I' m a Canadian of ltalian descent because I was born here. 
I' m not Italian (Karim Rahim 2008). 
Of my female informants, only two seemed to associate themselves strongly as 
Canadians of Italian descent. Tania Zampini stated that: 
I' m a Canadian of Italian descent because r think an Ita lian 
Canad ian is afalsetto 14 for someone like me. It might be 
ri ght for someone like fo r my dad or more so my 
grandparents. People who are Italian by birth and li ve in 
Canada. Anyti me someone asks me what my heritage is I 
say I' m a Canadian of ltal ian descent because I was born 
here. I know how Canadian society works, I know how 
Italian society works because 1 study it not because I've 
li ved it or am experiencing it. To me, both being Canad ian 
14 From the Italian adjective fa /so, or "wrong." Used here as a dimuni tive noun perhaps 
like the English " little white li e." 
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and of Italian decent are equally important but if I had to 
put one first that would be Canada (Tania Zampini 2008). 
Timia Di Pietro had a similar respon e: 
I'm a Canadian of Italian descent. I feel 100% Canadian 
but my heritage, my origins, my roots are Italian. It's very 
important that I keep it up because they say you don't know 
where you're go ing if you don't know where you've been. 
Well it's where you come from, your parent , your 
grandparents, your upbringing and your value (Timia Di 
Pietro 2008). 
Tho e who strongly declared an association with Canada did not ignore their Italian 
heritage, instead they all acknowledge the importance of thi ance try in the haping of 
their identity (Del Negro 1997) . 
A few of my informant felt trongly in their attachment to Italy and declared 
their main identity as Italian Canadian. Clorinda Antonacci a serted: 
I'm an Italian Canadian. Canadian of Italian descent is 
those people who are Italian in name only where they don't 
have the traditions anymore. Becau e of how my mother 
and father spoke of their lives, because of how they 
encouraged us to learn the language. We made the 
tomatoe . I think that because I do that and want to pas it 
on to my own kid [that] makes me an Italian Canadian. I 
a sociate myself more to my Italian culture than to my 
Canadian culture. I don't even know what Canadian culture 
i . I feel li ke a hypocrite saying I'm a Canadian because 
I' m not. l don ' t know what a Canadian tradition is 
(Clorinda Antonacci 2008). 
Steven Scalia i a very proud Italian Canadian. As soon as I inquired about hi ethnic 
identity he responded: 
I' m ltalian Canadian, as in I feel part of Italy and I'm living 
in an.Jtalian community in Canada. I feel more Italian than 
Canadian. My blood, the blood that goe through me is 
Italian. I have Italian culture. I participate in Italian 
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tradition . I' m part of an Italian Church. l 'm part of the 
Italian community with my parent , my brother. We all 
participate. It 's not that 1 don't feel Canadian. I do because 
I was born here and everything but I feel more proud to say 
I'm Ita lian than to say I'm anadian. When people ask me 
where I' m from I don't ay I come from Canada, l would 
say I come from Italy. I don't rea lly know why I put Italy 
before anada, but not that it ' more unique to b Italian 
than just plain Canadian but the tradition ar there, the 
culture. I was rai ed by Italian parent . I'm rai ed like an 
Itali an (Steven Scalia 2008). 
It is important to note that while the. e informant may assert them elve a Italian, they 
are not denying thei r Canad ian identity. They simply place their affi nity towards Italy and 
the Ital ian culture above what they consider to be a Canadian ethnicity. Iizabeth 
Cotignola wa one or tho e in formants who as erted her Italian identity traight away. 
She call h rsclf an Italian Canadian and explained that while she loves Italy and 
consider herself Italian he is also a proud Canadian: 
Logistically speaking I don't e a difference between 
Italian Canadian and anadian of Italian descent. However, 
when I'm a ked to identify my elf, I say that I' m Italian 
becau c my parents were born in Italy. Becau e how I grew 
up, I have an Italian Ia t name, and growing up our cu lture 
and our traditions were Italian. I am a very proud anadian. 
It' s odd, in Canada I'm Italian but when I' m outside 
anada I ay I'm Canadian but I always make sure to say 
' but my parents were Italian' c pecially now that I' m 
getting ready to leave and move to a foreign country, w II 
yeah the United State is pretty foreign. 15 My identity i 
going to be Canadian but I make sure to say Italian too 
(E lizabeth Cotignola 2008). 
15 t the time of the interview, Elizabeth was preparing to move to hicago for Law 
School. 
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Most of my informants waffled when an wering the que tion, and w r un ure of 
which identity they felt be t described them. Long pauses, sighs and interrupted 
entence were the norm. Celia D'Andrea exemplifies this: 
That' s a tough que tion. I don' t know how to answer that! 
[pause] No, I'm Canadian of Italian descent [pause] 
definitely. I would never ay I'm only Canadian, I would 
alway say I'm of Italian descent. Always, alway , alway 
I think it 's because I've lived here all my life and I feel that 
onl y if I was born in Italy and lived in Italy can I say that 
I'm Ita lian on ly (Cel ia D'Andrea 2008). 
Jackie De Stefano repeated the que tion a few time before tentatively an wering that 
she was Italian: 
Do I con ider my elf Italian Canadian or Canadian of 
Italian descent? It depends on the day. There ' moment 
when you couldn ' t be prouder to be Ita lian, when the 
World up is going on or the Olympics in Turin, I 
associate myself as ltalian more then. There are time wh n 
I don ' t like introducing myself a a Montreal Itali an 
because there are certa in stereotypes associat d with it. I 
tell people all the time ' I'm Italian but I've liv d in Italy' 
which I think is a big difference. I would never ca ll my elf 
Canadian though. There i a big identity crisis in anada 
and I don't know what it mean to be Canadian (Jackie De 
Stefano 2008). 
nother in!'ormant whose pause were ignificant in answering the questions was Lucia 
Silve tri: 
[Long Pause] I think [pc111 e] I think Canadian of Italian 
de cent. I do share most of the va lue that Italian have. I do 
however feel like, I' m rea lly, I don't know how to put thi 
but I'm anad ian in ome sense. I have integrated with 
Canadians o, it 's weird. I wouldn 't ay I'm Canadian right 
away (Lucia Silve tri 2008). 
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Michelle DeVincenzo's answer was likewise punctuated by pau e and 
stammers, almost as though she felt her response was to be judged incorrect. She told m , 
" !think I ' m an [pause] Itali an Canadian? [pause] Even though I didn 't grow up in Italy I 
ju t a ociate myself more with Italian than with Canadian traditions. Family i the most 
important thing" (M ichell e De Vinccnzo 200 ). Sabrina Piane e did not even answer the 
question directly and in tead simply stated that she fe lt very comfortable spending time in 
Italy. She asserted, "[long pause] I don't know! When 1 was in ltaly because, I felt such 
ease with the community and with the culture, I was proud of the fact that this was 1 art of 
my heritage" (Sabrina Pianese 2008). 
While their answers about ethn ic identification tend to fall along the ame line of 
tentative confusion, the moments in which they feel most Canadian or Italian vary 
greatly. Generally both the men and women cited sports as main reason for ethnic pride. 
Sports then erve as an identity marker for yo unger Montrea l Itali ans. Andre told me that 
for him: 
Obviously when I watch hockey, I rea lly feel big time 
Canad ian, or let's say I go out of Canada , I feel rea lly 
Canadian. I feelmo t Italian during the World Cup. Any 
soccer events, obviously. When I'm among t other culture , 
peaking to people here when they ask me what I am, I' m 
Italian (Andre Di Pietro 2008). 
Michelle explained to me that while she is not a sports fa n, athletic competition does tir 
fee lings of pride as both an Italian and a Canadian: 
The only time 1 really feel Canadian or pay attention to 
feeling Canad ian is when we' re involved in activities that 
repres nt Canada like the Olympics or hockey. I think 
that's when I feel most Canadian. At any other time I'm not 
pre enting to anybody that I am Canadian. I'm most proud 
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of being Italian when we do something that marks our spot, 
like the World Cup. I don't feel Canadian then (Michelle 
De Vincenzo 2008 
Figure 6: Author (left) with Jackie De Stefano (second from left), Michelle De Vicenzo (third from right) 
and Elizabeth Cotignola (right) during the 2006 World up of Soccer (U ed with perm is ion - Jackie De 
Stefano Collection) 
Michael plays both hockey and soccer competitively so it was no surprise that he listed 
watching those sports as times he feels closest to Italy and Canada. What is a surprise i 
that he offers a few more times when he feels most Italian and they revolve around 
spending time with his paternal grandparents: 
It's the same feeling for me whether the Canadiens are in 
the playoffs or if Italy is in the World Cup. It's the same 
sense of pride. As ifl 'm a part of something. Playing 
hockey makes me feel more Canadian than grass. The 
World Cup and soccer events make me feel Italian. Visiting 
grandparents makes me feel Italian. I think having two 
identities is an advantage becau e you get to take the be t 
from both worlds. It's like being part of two communities 
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that are tota lly different but everyone around you is in the 
same boat (Michael Di Paolo 2008). 
While sports were mentioned as being markers of identity, soccer was by far 
the most important and influential. The World Cup of Soccer is an event that most of 
my informants named a when they feel most Italian. Italy is a powerhouse in the 
competition and has won four World Cups, making it the most successful country in 
the competition after Brazil. lfthere had been a World Cup competition during my 
lieldwork, it would have played a significant role in my thesis, but since the World 
Cup occurred over a year before I even began my Master's degree it has a limited 
function in this study. Neverthele s, its importance as an identi ty marker for the young 
Montreal Italian community must be addressed. After a soccer game in which Italy ti 
or wins, hundreds of Italians take to the street waving Italian flags and honking their 
car horns. 
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Figure 7: Montreal Italians celebrating in Little Italy after Italy won the 2006 World Cup of Soccer 
(Used with permission - Jackie De Stefano Collection) 
This impromptu outpouring of ethnic pride and affiliation is usually centered in three 
Montreal locations: St. Laurent Street in Montreal 's Little Italy, Jean Talon Street in 
Saint Leonard and Maurice Duplessis Boulevard in Riviere des Prairies. All three 
streets are in the heart of Italian neighborhoods in Montreal. When Italy is playing, it 
is customary for many of these young people to go either to an Italian sports bar to 
watch the game or to have family and friends over and watch it together. While 
watching the game, it is routine to either wear a shirt in Azzurri16 blue or the team 
jersey. Once the game is over and Italy has won, it is habitual to leave the house 
straight away, get into your car and drive down to one of the three streets mentioned 
above to join the parade of cars honking their horns, playing the Italian national 
16 Azure blue. The Azzurri is the nickname given to the Italian national soccer team, as its 
uniform has traditionally always been royal blue. 
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anthem over megaphones and wav ing Italian flags. During the 2006 World Cup, Italy 
won the fina l game aga in t France and took the cup for the fourth time. Pandemonium 
broke loo e in Montreal with thou ands of Italian treaming into Little Italy to 
celebrate until the early morning. It i important to note that the focus here is not on 
place but on ethnicity. Thi type of behavior is common in other sports. When the 
Montreal Canadiens win the Stanley Cup many fan would take to the streets in 
celebration, but the revelers would not be waving Canadian fl ags, they would be 
celebrating their city' s victory. Those involved in the celebration would come from a 
cross-section of ethnic and socio-economic groups bound together by geography. Thi 
is not theca e with the Itali an revelers in Montreal after a World Cup win for Ita ly. 
Though they al l li ve in Montreal, their celebration is a reflection of a personal and 
long- tanding relation hi p with the Italian soccer team and their Italian ethnieity. 
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Figure 8: Cars parading down Maurice Duplessis Boulevard in 2006 after Italy won the World Cup 
(Used with permission - Tania Zampini Collection) 
Many of my informants have pictures from the 2006 World Cup victory on 
their Facebook accounts. These pictures show them decked out in full Italian regalia: 
Italian soccer jerseys, Italian flags draped across their shoulders, Italian flag pins and 
any other item with the word Italia on it. Under any other circumstances, many would 
never be caught dead wearing these items of clothing for fear oflooking like wops (a 
term which will be dealt with in greater detail later in this chapter). However, during 
World Cup season this attire is acceptable and indeed expected. 
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Figure 9: Young Montreal Italian men celebrating Italy's World Cup victory in 2006 (Used with 
permission - Celia D 'Andrea Collection) 
I am much like my informants in this way. I would never dream of walking 
around in my Italian soccer jersey or wearing my Italian flag pin or my Italian flag 
handkerchief in public unless I were celebrating a soccer victory. I nonnally find these 
items of clothing outlandish and unnecessary. However, as reserved as I am about 
wearing such loud markers of my ethnicity, during the 2006 World Cup I wore my 
Italian flag pin to work at a clothing store for the duration of the competition. When 
Italy won the final game I was in a sports bar in Little Italy with a few friends and we 
joined the throngs of proud young Montreal Italians who paraded up and down the 
streets of Little Italy, sang the Italian national anthem as loudly as we could and 
partied to Italian dance music all night. The World Cup of Soccer offers Montreal 
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Italians the opportunity to celebrate and perform their Italian ethnic identity in loud, 
boisterous and howy ways that they would never dream of doing otherwise. 
Figure I 0: A decorated car in Little Italy during the 2006 World Cup (U ed with Permission - Celia 
D'Andrea Collection) 
Although the World Cup is a very obvious and demonstrative way in which my 
informants felt most Italian it was not the only answer. Pina and Timia both told me 
they feel most Italian at work but for different reasons. Pina works in a high school that 
has a large Italian student population while Timia works in a law firm where there are 
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not many Italians. For Pina, being urrounded by Italian students and their parent 1 a 
constant reminder of her heritage: 
Do I feel Canadian? When I leave the country, maybe. 
Where we live everybody associate with being Italian; 
where we work, the school is ninety percent from Ital ian 
backgrounds. It's hard to ever be out of the Italian 
community. I feel most ltalian at work. Because parents are 
worki ng more now, the grandparents are taking care of the 
kids a lot and the ca ll we get at work are from Italian 
grandparents. You ' re alway speaking Ital ian, there is never 
a day when you're not speaking Ita lian (Pina Ippolito 2008)! 
Timia, on the other hand, ex pre sed a cultural barri er between herself and her coworkers 
becau e of her strong Italian background. She finds her elf having differing views on 
dat ing and relation hip and believes this is because of her traditional Italian upbringing. 
I was not certain whether her fee ling "most Italian" during these moments stemmed 
fro m a sense ofpride for not fo llowing mainstream dating trends or if it was based on 
slight embaJTassment for not being able to share in her coworkers ' experiences. 
This sen e of defining one's personal cultural identi ty in oppo ition to another 
was not limited to Timia. Whether they were contrasting themselve to other "types" of 
Italians or another ethnic group, several of my informant discu sed thi theme. The 
main "other" my informants contrasted themselves against was the idea of the "woppy 
Italian." Woppy is a deroga tory slang term derived from "wop," which wa long used to 
insult ingly refer to Ita li an immigrants. The meaning of wop is unclear but ha a few folk 
etymologies, such as "Workers on Pavement" referring to the fact that many Italian 
immigrants worked in con truction. Another folk etymology i "Without Papers" which 
erroneously uggests that many Ita lians immigrated illega lly. While these uggestion 
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are interesting and portray a hi tory of di crimination again t Ital ian immigrants, the 
Merriam-Webster's Dictionary defines wop as a derivative of"guappo" which means 
"swaggerer" in Ital ian. 17 I surmise that "swaggerer" was a term be towed upon certain 
members of the community who di played the proud machi mo of a traditional italian 
male. In it culT nt Montreal context, a woppy per on is someon who exemplifie the 
North American Italian tereotype, and is de cribed as ignorant, loud and embarrassing 
to the community by my informants. The e woppy Italians speak an ltalianized version 
of Engli h 1g and go out of their way to "dre s Italian" as a way of d fining their identity 
and cementing their belonging to a certain group. elia described her experience visiting 
Italy with her high school cia , which was apparently full of wop : 
Here we are in Rome with a bunch ofwoppy kids who are 
like 'Go ltalia! ' meanwhile half of them don't know how 
to speak Ital ian at all. Wearing Kappa head to toe, ready to 
go to their motherland to which they know nothing about 
( elia D'Andrea 2008). 
It is important to note that Celia lives in Riviere de Prairies, an area of Montreal widely 
recognized or perhaps stigmatized, as having the largest wop population. She also 
attended a high chool where the majority of the tudent body was of Italian descent. This 
caused her to generally avoid the c types of people in favour of the le woppy Italians. 
The wearing or Kappa i a strong fashion tatement many Montreal Italian choo e to 
17 This definiti n was found at the Merriam-Webster online dicti nary. 
http://www. mcrri am-webster.corn/dictionary/wop 
18 Though these Montreal Ital ians were born in Canada and have attended English 
schools, they pride them elves in being able to peak English with a heavy Italian accent 
and interspcr cd with words of Italian dialect. Gianrenzo Clivio's works on !tagliese 
(Italian-English) hould be consulted for further research on thi topic . The tudy of 
ftag!iese lingui ti patterns could hav played a larger role in thi th i , however my 
lack of background in linguistics hampered this. 
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make. Kappa i an Italian fashion line that focuses on athletic wear. Its popularity soared 
among young Montreal Italians when it designed the jersey of the Italian National soccer 
team and since that time, wearing Kappa clothing has become the equivalent of wearing 
the Italian flag draped across your body. 
Another informant declared that he strongly disliked wop as they took proper 
Italian fashions and ruined them in Montreal: 
A lot of Italians here dress Italian head to toe. Like here 
people wear Kappa Italia clothes. Italy jackets, bracelet . 
Itali ans li ke to wear designer c lothe , like, the Mohawk [the 
fa ux-hawk], before it got faggoti ed here, let me tell you 
[laugh ·] the Mohawk was hip in Italy before here and it 
wasn' t gay. They all screw it up here (Anonymou 200 ). 
This comment is focu eel on the differences between Italians and those who mimic their 
style. It is dripping with machismo and homophobia and shows an utter eli dain for the 
ruination of a supposedly Italian hairstyle. Though not present in most of my informant ' 
rhetoric, homophobia and machismo can nonetheless be a part of a tradi tional Italian 
male identity. 
Part of thi s personal identi ty is clearly focused on the physical pre entation of the 
self Dress and costume arc an important way for people to define them elvc as 
members of a speci fie group. Giovanna Del Negro, in her book about ritual promenade in 
Italy, focuses on the ways in wh ich members of that community choo e to dr ss when 
undertaking their dai ly walk. She writes that "through the act of eeing, Sassani 19 attach 
meaning to the clothing, posture, gait, gesture and glance of others" (Del Negro 
2004: 123). Through dre s, my informants are able to distance themselve from the woppy 
19 The p eudonym for members of the community she studied in her book, La Passegiata. 
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Italians they scorn. The informant above often mentioned his disdain for those Italian and 
non-Italian people in Montreal who walk around foolishly ruining Italian fashions and 
also derided them for wearing Itali an soccer jerseys. On this topic, Tania explained to me 
that: 
I don't like it when people play ' stereotyp ical Italian. ' Li ke 
the stereotype that Italian girls are beautiful and ea y and I 
real ly didn't like that. r didn't like the way they behaved in 
front of people and with boys especially. They dre sed 
slutty and the guy have the open shirts with the cross and 
the chest hair sticking out. Now they have the headband20 
and Oh My God ... how they peak Engl i h! and attempt 
to speak Italian and fail because they know nothing about 
it. 
Those stereotypical Italians who thi nk wearing Kappa and 
Adidas and whatever and they speak like 'Eh Oh Bra, me I 
like da World Cup anda I watcha soccer every Sadurday 
with my nonno. ' You know? They think they' re Ital ian. 
No. When you ask them anyth ing about Ita lian culture, 
when you ask them anything about Italian hi tory, they 
can't give you a straight answer they can only talk about 
their experience here in Montreal Cfan ia Zampini 2008). 
Oring defines collective identity as "those aspects of personal identity that are 
derived from experi ences and expressions common to a group. It is r cognition ofthi 
collective aspect of personal identity that produces the deep sen e of identification with 
others - the consciousnes of kind" (Oring 2 12). These common trends among my 
informant are what they believe are important to their group identity. First wa the idea 
that they all belonged to two countrie . Even those who expressed feeling Canadian 
always stated that they could not negate the importance of Italy on their identity and vice 
20 A few years ago, the Italian national soccer team began wearing thin headbands, 
fash ioned out of bra traps, to keep their long hair out of their faces duri ng games. This 
caught on as a fash ion trend among young Italian men in Montreal. 
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versa . There i a definite ense that being pa1i of two countrie is a very important part 
of being a young Montrea l Itali an. Their ties to sports-related nationalism is another 
facet of their collective identity. The feeling of national pride fo r Ita ly during occer 
season and Canada during the Olympics and hockey season is simply another way for 
my in fo rmants to express an affi liation to both Canada and Italy. The importance of the 
Italian language is another aspect of collective identity. Speaking Italian wa often 
described by my informants as the mo t important tradition to uphold even though many 
cxpres ed frustration that they could not speak the language fluently. Language is also 
important to older members of the community but in a very different way. They are not 
concerned with how they speak the language as it is their mother tongue. They are, 
however, concerned about th transmission oflta li an to their childr n and grandchi ldr n. 
fter living in ewfoundland for a few years, my maternal grandmother li ke to tell m 
I am losing my Italian language and becoming English even though I now make my own 
pa ta, sauce and cured meats2 1. The importance of visiting Italy plays a huge role in the 
collective identity of Montreal Italians. The pa sion with which my in formants spoke 
about visi ti ng Italy made me feel that much like the Hcui for Muslims, visiting Italy i a 
pilgrimage member of the Italian community mu t undertake at lea t once in their 
lifetime. As an Ita lian who has never traveled to Italy, I am very aware of this pres ure 
and have been told by a number of people that I am not a "real" Italian until I have been 
to the homeland. 
21 Thi di fference between my grandmother is in some way a microcosm of this thesi 111 
that we both share an enthusiasm for performing Ital ianes but we choo e different 
cultural expression . 
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Part of my informants' ethnic identity is giving up and changing certain identity 
markers followed by their parents and grandparents in favour of new ones that label them 
not only as Montrea l Italians, but as members of the younger generation as well. 
Members of the Montrea l Italian community over 35 have a certain set ofcharacteri tics. 
They are often active members in Italian regional associations. These are association 
formed in Montreal based on a specific region in Italy, village or patron sa int. They hold 
meetings, dinners, feasts and parties throughout the year. None of my informants, all 
under 35, expressed an affiliation with a regional a sociation, though a few of their 
pa rent were members. There are also architectural markers of identity that members of 
the community over the age of 35 follow. The two-kitchen homes mentioned in the 
previous chapter is an example of thi s. In her research, Lara Pasca li found that the 
practi ce of hav ing a two-kitchen home was not a tradition that was being kept alive by 
younger Italian familie (Pasca li 2004). 
Certa in identity markers such as affi li ation with regional association or the two-
kitchen home, that are significant to older generati ons, are not identity markers for my 
generation of Montreal Italians. There are nonetheless a few identity markers that have 
been retained. These markers, such as having a first-hand nan·ative of Italy and food 
custom may be simil ar across generational lines, nevertheless, they are given different 
meaning by the younger generation. My grandparents' stories about Italy are a very 
important part of their identity. As we were growing up, they often told us about Italy as 
a way to reinforce their relation hip with their homeland and to help us fo rge a 
connection with a country we had no experience with. For my generation, vis iting Italy 
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and having a fi rst-hand narrative plays an equal ly important function in the construction 
of a cultural identity. Traveling to ftaly and being able to undertake such a visit implie 
that you are not simply a Canadian with an Ita lian last name but someone who has an 
active and dynamic relation hip with your ancestral homeland. The marker of having th is 
close relation hip and experience with Ita ly has remained; however, the purpose and 
meaning have shifted. 
imilarl y, with food culture, the tradit ion of tomato-making may till be present in 
my generation but for different purposes than for my grandparents. My maternal 
grandparents preserve tomatoes for many reasons; as reti rees, they have the means to 
undertake such a time-consuming activity and they fi nd that making tomatoes at home i 
the cheapest way to amass a large quantity of tomato sauce for the year. My generation, 
as an educated and upward ly mobile group, is not concerned with the cost of sauce nor 
does it have the time to devote to home-based food preparation. The tradition remain 
because they have infused this identi ty marker with new meanings. Tomato-making, a 
wi ll be shown in Chapter Five, serves to inform a cultura l identity that is fluid and ever-
changing. Those informants who undertake the process of making tomatoes do it for 
va riou reasons, each of which is supported by the idea that making tomatoes is an 
integral part of the Montreal Italian experience. Though it may be time-consuming, 
som what dangerous and labour-intensive, my informant stated that it also serves to 
maintain and strengthen family bonds, creates a hea lthy food product and upholds a 
tradition that they wish to continue. As with the identity marker of fi rst-hand experience 
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wi th Italy, making tomatoes has remained as a marker for my generation, although the 
reasons for its continuation are unique. 
The Catholic Church is probably the most important method of identification for 
previous generations of Montreal Ital ians. Attending an Italian church wa a necessity for 
them because Italian wa their mother tongue, and for many years, the only language they 
spoke. Thus, the church served both a rel igious function and an ethnic one. For younger 
member of the community, religious beliefs and practice are genera lly no longer central 
to their li ves. An example of this is the role of church involvement throughout the 
generations at Our Lady of Mount Carmel, an Itali an church in Montreal's East End 
burrough of Saint Leonard. As the oldest Itali an parish in Canada it has played an integral 
part in the life of the thriving Italian community of Saint Leonard. Since it has such a 
long hi tory with in the Italian community, the church, like the community itself, now 
tands at a cro roads between generations of Ita li ans who have different views on the 
role of church and religion as part of their identity as Montreal Italians. 
I have always considered Italian Catholicism as being its v ry own sect of 
Catholicism because of the many rituals and trad itions I grew up with none of my non-
Italian fri ends could ever undeuand. Devotion to statues, relic dust being u ed as a cure 
for illness, processions around the church, and ba lconies decorated with linen and flags 
were all part and parcel of having been brought up Italian and Catholic in Montreal. A a 
child I had no choice but to take part in these traditions that l barely understood. As a 
young adult, I found myself questioning the re ligion and yet I was till going to church on 
Sundays, was an altar server and an active member of the youth group. To many 
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Catholics, religion without faith is impossible. However, I found myselfpart of a mall 
group of young people who attended Mass and were involved with in the church but who, 
for the most part, found themselves att racted to the church for reasons other than religion. 
The Madonna Del Monte Carmela parish in Montrea l wa e tablished when the 
lirst Italians immigrated Canada in the late nineteenth century. In 1905, the church was 
built as a mall, wooden tructure in downtown Montreal where most of th Italian 
community lived. rt wa the first, and for a long period of time, the only Italian church in 
Montrea l. The priests who ran the church in its ea rliest year were the Servite of Mary 
and they "were do ing it for the Italian immigrants. They wanted to make sure the Italian 
continued to uphold their Catholic faith" (Paola Sanchi ni 2008). By 1968, most of th 
Italian community had moved out of the poor downtown area and into Montreal' Ea t 
nd. To keep their parish going strong, Our Lady of Mount Carmel followed her 
immigrant parishioners to a new home in Saint Leonard. With a hi tory o entrenched in 
the Italian community it was no surprise to me to find out my fa mily has been involved 
with this parish ince its infancy. On my paternal side of the family, my great-grandfather 
wa a Church Warden for Our Lady of Mount Carmel when it wa till a small, wooden 
church in downtown Montreal. While on my materna l side, in a mall vi llag in central 
Ita ly, my great-grandfather wa very involved with the society of Our Lady of Mount 
Carmel, a was my great-grandmother. Both my patemal grandparent and parents w re 
married at Mount Carmel and it is the church 1 was baptized and confirmed in. My fam ily 
i not alone in having such a long involvement with Our Lady of Mount Carmel. Though 
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there are presently seven churches erving Italians in Montreal, none have had such a 
longstanding relationship with the community. 
The changes in the identity marker of rel igion and church involvement can best be 
seen by a study of the three generations within the church. For my grandparents' 
generation the church and religion are central aspect of their identity. Pierina Di Paolo is 
my maternal grandmother. She is in her early eighties and lives at home with her husband 
of over sixty years. She is very involved with Our Lady of Mount Carmel as a reader 
during Mass. She also sews clothes for the Christmas and Easter pageants and is an active 
member of LeDonne deii'A zione Cattolica (The Catholic Women' Action). 22 Her 
religious life began in a small vi ll age in the Abruzzo region of Italy when her aunt came 
to live with her fa mily after her father died of pneumonia. According to my grandmother 
this aunt was "super religious, so I picked up a lot of my religious beli fs from her" 
(P ierina Oi Paolo 2008). This included regular attendance at Mass, belonging to the 
Daughters of Mary (Figlie di Maria) a ociation and regular pilgrimages to vi it the 
shrine of San Gabriele dell 'Addolorata (Saint Gabriel of the SotTowful Virgin). Saint 
Gabriel i the patron sa int of bruzzo who died in his early twenties back in I 862. He is 
also seen as the protector of the youth and is a favori te among the Abruzzesi of my 
grandmother's generation . Walking for days to his shrine in central Abruzzo was 
something de rigeur; "everybody had to go on a pilgrimage to I 'Oratorio di San Gabriele 
at least once in thei r lifetime in Italy. It was by walking, none of thi car thing. It 's days 
of walking" (Paola Sanchini 2008). This early devotion to Saint Gabriel in Abruzzo 
22 Unless otherwise noted, all tran lations from the origina l Italian ar my own. 
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crossed over when she came to Canada with a yearly pilgrimage to Saint Gabriel's 
Oratory in Sainte Julienne in late August to celebrate hi s fea t day. Saint Gabriel' s du t i 
also omething that my grandmother regularly uses as part of her devotion to him. This 
dust is 
·'probably a piece of earth where he was original ly buried" (Paola Sanchini 2008) and is 
ent to her regularly by ain t Gabriel' Sanctuary in ftaly. She believes it has healing 
properties and that "we beli eve that th is dust can alleviate your symptoms" (Pierina Di 
Paolo 2008). Though she does believe in the dust's miraculous powers she ha never 
received a miracle from its use. Her daughter (my mother) however, told me her uncle 
regularly rubbed the dust on my god-daughter's back because she was born with spina-
bifida and was then cured of the debilitating di sease. My grandmother 's fervent devotion 
to Saint Gabriel is something I have often encountered with Ital ians of her generation. In 
many houses belonging to member of my grandmother 's generation, statue , painting , 
relics and sa int cards of Padre Pio, Saint Francis and Saint Gabriel decorating living 
rooms and bedrooms are common. 
When Pierina moved to Canada with her two young children to join her husband, 
she found herself at Our Lady of Mount Carmel ' s doorstep. "When I got to Canada, my 
daughter had to make her First Communion. I asked around and kept being told that I 
needed to attend Our Lady of Mount Carmel" (Pierina DiPaolo 2008). Since I 956, save 
for a period of ten yea rs when she was a member of another church, my grandmother has 
been attending Mount Carmel regularly. She told me that since the language spoken at 
Mount Cannel i her mother tongue, he feel comfortable there. Though she did attend a 
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French church for a little while, she never fe lt accepted or welcome. Her husband does 
not attend Mass regularl y. This is something that I have been told was common in Italian 
village . Though the men might have been religious, it was not con idered "macho to 
actually how you were religious" (Paola anchini 2008). My maternal grandparent li ve 
a few block away from Our Lady of Mount armel, as do many of the elderly 
parishioners, o the church is within walking distance and many wive , who do not drive, 
can attend without having to rely on their husbands. 
Many of the rituals and tradition that he practices have de p roots in village li fe 
and are central to how she identifi es her elf a an Italian living in Montrea l. Proces ion 
are one of these trad itions that have been carried over to Canada. During the summer 
months it is not uncommon to see a procession if you happen to live near an Italian 
church. Though every Itali an regional associati on has a feast for its patron aint, the mo t 
important fea t day fo r th i church is Our Lady of Mount Carmel' on July 161h. Ritual 
that are practiced during the feast ofOur Lady of Mount Carmel pecific to my 
grandmother' generation of pari hioner arc the transportation ofth statue of Our Lady 
and the decoration of balconies where the proces ion would pa s. The tatue of Our Lady 
of Mount armel i carried out of the church by a pre-selected group f pari hioner . 
Some year it has been exc lu ively male or females, other time a pecific group uch a 
the Donne dell 'A :::ione Ca flolica or a certain prayer group would be given the honor of 
ca rrying the statue on their shoulders. 
The decorating of balconies and homes is another aspect of the identi ty marker of 
church involvement that my grandmother learned in the village. Any ti me a aint wa 
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taken out on procession, it was customary for people to drape linens, ornate rugs and 
Ita lian and Papal flags on the front balcony, along with portraits of the saint, Jesu and 
Mary: 
In a vi llage, when a saint passed in front of your house, you 
had to decorate your house. It was a sign ofrespect. So the 
Italians continue to do that here. They will put out their 
most beautiful bedspreads on the balcony. They will put out 
fl ags. Tt is really to show respect and to thank the aint fo r 
actuall y walking up and down the streets of the area. 
People will also give donations as thanks, pinning money 
on the saint (Paola Sanchini 2008). 
There are certa in processions that included more ornate furnishings. My 
grand mother stressed that the Corpus Christi procession was especially important when it 
came to decorating your home front. In this instance, not only were the usual dressings 
draped over the balcony but a few selected homes also created mini-altars on the 
sidewa lk or dri veway in front of their homes. This was done so the priest holding the 
Blessed Sacrament would come over, kneel at the altar and bless the home. The making 
of the mini-altar was a way of "showing that this particular family that put out this special 
altar, that particular family, is super devoted" (Paola Sanchini 2008). Another common 
way for the older generation to show devotion to a particular saint is to throw flower 
petals in front of the statue of the sa int as it is can·ied through the streets of the 
neighborhood. While young girls are sometimes asked to throw petals at the foot of the 
statue, the spontaneous throwing of flower petals taken without permission from random 
neighborhood gardens is a job reserved for the elderly women of the church who wi ll not 
get in trouble for ruining someonc's flower beds. 
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My grandmother and her generation of pari shioners at Our Lady of Mount Carmel 
have taken many of the rituals they practiced in their respective village and transplant d 
them to Montrea l. The e rituals have become entrenched in how members of her 
generation identify with their community. The e marker of identity began to shift with 
my parents' g neration and were then further altered by my p ers. 
Paola, my mother, is a recently retired teacher who has been a member of Our 
Lady of Mount anne! since she came to anada when she was seven. he holds many 
of the same beliefs a my grandmother, though she admit that her faith fa lters from tim 
to time. nlike h r mother, who spoke of having a steadfast belief in her religious fa ith, 
my mother is more open to expressing hersel f a being "super religiou when I am going 
through a tough time. I guess I turn to my religious belief when I need extra strength" 
(Paola anchini 2008). I wanted to know if her generation of pari hioner , growing up in 
a modern city and as children of immigrant would find themsel at odd with the 
ri tuals and traditions the previou generation so embraced. It would eem that though 
much of what my grandmother had discu sed is no longer embraced with uch 
vehemence, my mother understands where they come from but elect which tradition to 
continue to foll ow. he attends Mas mo t unday and used to be very involved with 
parish life, fir t as a young adul t, which I wil l be discussing shortly, and econd wh n h 
followed my invo lvement in various activities, uch as pageants and liturgical 
committees. My mother has moved to another part of Montrea l and thus does not take 
part in balcony-dres. ing or altar-making during procession , though he does still attend 
Our Lady of Mount armel's feast day. Lik her mother, she regularly pray to Saint 
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Gabriel because "he i the patron aint of Abruzzo and fo r any bruzze e he i the aint 
to pray to" (Paola Sanchini 2008) but her favorite saint is Francis of A sisi . When her 
newborn on wa rushed to the hospital, hi prayer became a mantra for h r during that 
difficult time. 
Paola was mo t involved with Our Lady of Mount Carmel during her youth. he 
was a member of the youth group and was in charge of the altar boys. The youth group 
was very active at that time both in the religious and social a pects of church life. 
Whether it was " fundraisers for the pari sh helping people, having dance and the 
Carni va l" (Pao la anchini 2008), she and the fellow member of the youth group had a 
hand in the running of the church. For my mother, though being a member of the youth 
group did entail many social event , the focus was always religious: 
We used to have a lot of fun together but we did go to Ma s, 
o it ' not like one was more important than the other. We 
-.: ould go to Mass, we would help the priests any way that 
they needed help even going up to the Oratory with the altar 
boy . I would be really involved with the religiou a p ct 
but yes it did also become a place where I would be 
involved with other young adults in preparing other thing 
besides religious ceremonies (Paola Sanchini 2008). 
She ex pre ly tated that Our Lady of Mount Cannel became much more of a strictly 
religiou community fo r her as she grew older and the social a p ct of church li fe became 
less important to her. One reason young pari hioners of her g neration would have been 
o involved in church life as members of the youth group was imply becau e they cam 
from strict immigrant families where much socializing would not have been permitted 
were it not church related. It would have provided a afe environm nt fo r young Italian 
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adu lts to become friends in a non-threatening situation that also fostered their culture, 
religion and language. 
The current or recent members of Our Lady of Mount Carmel's youth group did 
not grow up in the same trier immigrant families their parents did, where a church-run 
ociallife would be the onl y acceptable type of social life to have and yet when I was an 
active member of the youth group, we were a core of around twenty t enager and young 
adults who chose to pend some of our time in church. I remember discussing fa ith and 
belief with many of them and we were all questioning our religion or rejecting it in some 
way. However, we were till present at church pageants, socia l event and feasts. We 
acted a al tar servers, ministers of the Eucharist and catechists, and participated as 
liturgica l dancers and choir directors. For those whom I spoke to, the church seemed to 
have taken on less of a religious role but had become a place for community and Italian 
cultur to flouri h. In this sense, the identity mark~r of rel igious involvement may till be 
present among small groups of Montreal Itali ans under the age of 35, but, much like 
spending time in Italy and making tomatoe , the r asons for it hav hifted dramatically. 
Angelo D' Adda rio, a law student of 22, has been a member of the parish since he 
was very young. He was very acti ve in the church until a few years ago. Currently he 
ci tes his religious beliefs as "extremely apathetic agnosticism. I have equally developed a 
deep antipathy for institutiona lized religion in genera l" (Angelo D ' Addario 2008). He 
grew up in a home that he describ d as comparable to any second gen ration Italian 
Canadian in Montreal. His family i religious and al o attend Our Lady of Mount 
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Carmel. Though he used to go to Mass regularl y he never saw the church as simply a 
place to pray. ttending Mass and religious centered services was, 
Lip ervice to fa mily and other members of the church. In 
actuali ty my approach wa more social and community 
ori ented. I believed that the church' role was ju tift d a it 
kept a community together. However I alway regarded it 
per onally devoid of anything theistic (Angelo 0 ' Addario 
2008) . 
Angelo made it very clear that though the church was once a staple of his life, it was 
more of a place to ga ther with friend and a way to contribute to an aging community. Up 
until he decided to abstain from church-related activities, he " remained an active member 
lor my beli ef in its role a a foundation fo r a community. Another fac tor wa so that my 
grand parent ' generation would not have to sec more and more empty pew a they grew 
older' ' (Angelo 0 ' Addario 208). 
This entimcnt i echoed by Jame ardi , also 22, who al o strongly believe in 
the community-bui lding aspect of Our Lady of Mount Carmel. He no longer attend Ma 
regularl y, nord cs he consider himself an active member of they ~th group, though he 
does still take part in some acti vities such as outings and plays. His attachment to Our 
Lady of Mount anne! is inextricably linked to the fact that it is an Italian parish. 
According to .l ame : 
Mon te Carmela plays a huge role for Itali ans in Montrea l. 
For the elder it becomes for them a place wher they can be 
sure to meet people who spok their language and share 
similar beli efs. It does play a role in my ' Italianness' 
because there aren't many places where the younger 
generation can get together and away from the multi cultural 
environment of Montrea l. ot that multiculturali m i bad, 
but I think younger adul t al o need time to expre 
them elves a Italians and Monte Carmelo can do thi for 
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them (James Nardi 2008). 
John Peretti , another longtime member of Our Lady of Mount Carmel , also views the 
church as very important to his sen e of Italian identi ty. He wrote that the simple fact of 
hav ing to practice his Italian anytime he steps foot into the church reinforces his cultural 
and linguistic attachment to his ethn ic heritage. 
While it does seem that the younger generation of Mount Cannel has lost much of 
the religious ense that wou ld draw one to a church, this does not by any means show that 
the youth of the church are devoid of religious beliefs. Francis Ta llari co, an altar server, 
Warden and catechist, views the church as a primarily religious setting. However, he does 
acknowledge the huge role it plays in shaping the cultural and communal identity of its 
parishioner . He believes that Monte Carmela is a parish and as such a place where the 
communi ty comes together. "Although the primary reason is to pray, we do have socia l 
events also. It is definitely a community, a group of people with the same beliefs, helping 
each other out and helping the rest of the Montreal community" (Francis Tallarico 2008). 
Francis also explained to me that: 
Monte Carmela plays a strong role in me being a young 
Italian in Montreal because it reta ins and carries on many 
of the ltalian trad itions from a cultural prespective. The 
Italian culture is deeply rooted in Ca tholicism and hence 
religion play a strong role in an Italian's life. It does play a 
role in my ' lta lianness,' it is an ethnic parish, hence mo t 
ervic are in Italian , and hence helps keep the Italian 
cu lture and language alive (Francis Ta llarico 2008). 
Noticeably lacking in my interv iews with the younger members of Our Lady of 
Mount Carmel were many of the rituals, traditions and fo lk beliefs both Pierina and Paola 
had di scussed. Whenever sa ints and specific traditions associated with sa ints were 
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brought up, I was often told by my informants that either their fa milies had no pecial 
sa int that was prayed to or if they did, the tradition had not been passed down to them. 
One informant told me of a Maryan prayer group her mother participated in and Angelo 
explained that hi s family had a certain affini ty for Saint Roch and Saint Francis. 
However, there was a clea r detachment with the practices and ri tuals involved with the 
usual devotion to these sa ints. 
Our Lady of Mount Carmel has had a long and complex relationship with many 
generations of the Ita! ian community in Montrea l. As an example of how identity markers 
change through generations of Montrea l Italians it shows that though an identity marker 
may remain important for the younger generation, the reasons for its importance are qui te 
di fferent from those of previous generations. Though a study of the earl iest member of 
the church is impossible due to the fact that the parishioners would all be well over one 
hundr d years old, speaking with members of three generations has painted a clear 
picture of the changing role of church involvement in relation to Italian identity. For 
Pierina and Paola, religion is central to their ethnicity. Attending an Italian church was a 
necess ity for them. For younger member of the community, belief and religious practice 
are optional and even though they may still be involved with church-related activities, 
rel igiosity is often not the most important reason. For these young Ita lians, attending an 
Itali an church a adults is a conscious deci ion they all make, since they speak English 
and could eas il y attend non-ethnic churches should they choose to. Thus, the church 
becomes a way fo r thi generation to mai ntain both a secular and cultura l relationship 
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with the Italian community and also to retain a sense of Italian identity within the multi-
cultural context of living in Montreal. 
Through an examination of Oring's typology of identity and an exploration of 
identity markers within the young Montrealltalian community, it becomes clear that 
aspects of identity can be chosen, changed and prescribed. Among these markers of 
identity is one's relationship to Italy and the narrative of visiting the homeland. An 
ana lysis of these trips and their accompanying narratives is the focus of the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 
Visits to the Homeland 
!never fe lt stup id or rejected in Barisciano, even though we 
didn't dres the same way, we weren 't the same. They were 
dressed like.farmers. No one was dre sed up in .. . tighter 
jeans, shoe . pe1:(ume and a!! that. But how could you be 
rejected? This is where you come from. This i where we 
would be living ({ it weren 't for my grandfather,· thi is 
111here my grandfather lived (Steven Scalia 2008). 
Due to the fact that the influx of Italian immigrants virtua lly ended in the la te 
1960s, my generation of Montrea l Italians, born in the 1970s and 1980s, were not born or 
raised in Ita ly. We were brought up on stories of our homeland to ld to us by our 
immigrant famil y members. Many of my info rmant have been to Ita ly severa l times and 
consider it a necessary experi ence fo r the cultural identi ty of young Canadians of Italian 
descent. In this chapter I explore the narratives of these young Montreal Ital ians visiting 
Italy, why they undertake such visit , what they ga in and the identi ty folk lore generated 
by them. 
Their narrati ve fa ll into three categorie that ref-lect the main types of visits my 
informants ex1 eri enced and their identifying characteri tic . The first type of trip I have 
identified is the School Trip, which was commonl y offered at high schools where mo t of 
the student body is of Italian ancestry. The econd trip type i the xtended Stay. The 
focus of thi s kind of visit is li ving as a resident of Ita ly, which contrasts sharply to a 
short, tourist-centered tri p. The fina l ca tegory is the Family Trip, which focu es on both 
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the tourist experience and on redi scovering per onal/famili al hi story by spending time in 
the family 's ancestral village and visiting remaining family members. 
"Roots tourism" is a return movement by members of a diasporic community to a 
shared homeland. In hi s research, Paul Basu notes that roots tourism is a journey "made 
by people of Scotti h Highland descent (or part-Highland de cent) ordinari ly living in the 
Uni ted States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and in other region wh re cots have 
hi storica lly settled to places associated with their ancestors in the 'old country"'(Basu 
131 ). I choose to utili ze the parameters of roots tourism when dea ling with my 
in formants' stori es instead of the terms "return migration" or "return movement." Though 
I acknowledge that the visits my informants undertake are part of the root tourism 
movement described by Paul Basu, I prefer Celeste Ray's term "heritage pilgrimage" 
(Ray 200 I). 
Basu notes that while " return migration" and "return movement" have been used 
interchangeably in academia, there are signi fica nt di fference between them and neither 
term applies to the type of heritage pilgrimage I am inve tigating. " Migration" would 
assume that my informants were returning to Italy to li ve, much as many Jews fled to 
Israel a fter its incepti on (Basu 131 ), while the term "movement" implies that these tri p 
to the homeland are a collecti ve und 1taking by the Italian community in Montrea l. Root 
tourism comes with a certain amount of group orga ni zation. For example, travel ag ncie 
regularly book tours to Scotti sh town , and community groups send members back to the 
homeland for genealogica l research. One event that pertains to thi s is the Orkney 
Homecoming of 1999, where over 150 Canadians of Orcadian heritage went to their 
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homeland for a week of lectures and historica l tours (Basu 133). Thi wa not theca e 
with my informants. They all undertook family or individually-based trips with no formal 
tourist organiza ti on as i ting them. I am not aware of any travel agencies in Montrea l 
offering group trips to Italy with the purpose of redi scovering one's hi tory and heritage. 
For these reasons, the term "heritage pilgrimage" will be used in place of root touri m, 
though I acknowledge their many similarities. A heritage pilgrimage may involve 
journeys to sites that reca ll pieces of hi story but al so to sites that tit into the personal 
narrati ve of the fa mily (Basu I 33). This was often the case with my informants, who 
would visit the Fountain of Trevi one day and the family plot in the village cemetery the 
next. 
Dean MacCannell asserts that tourists search for authenticity. They seek to see 
how the loca ls li ve their li ves and to "authentica lly" experience another culture as if they 
were communi ty members (MacCannell 94). The boundarie between insider and 
outsiders are not easil y overcome and to experience a cul ture "authentica lly" i nearly 
impossible for a foreigner. Richard Sharpley writes, " It is probably true to say that at 
some time or another, most people have tried to di stance or disassociate themselves from 
other tourist , convincing themselves that they are somehow better or enjoying a more 
meaningful experience" (Sharpley I 994: 63-64). Most important to my research was the 
fac t that the word "touri t" was absent from my informants' narra tives. Whether they 
went on a school trip to Rome, or a family vaca tion to Sicily, they all fe lt that Italy wa 
their home as soon a they got off the plane. This is echoed by many of Paul Basu 's 
infom1ants who undertook trips to their ancestral homeland of the Scotland Highland . 
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One ofBasu' informants perfectly encapsulates the feeling of belonging to the 
homeland. In Emigrant Homecomings, she writes that: 
I am not, and never will be, a tourist in Scotland. I felt 
Scotland many yea rs before I was there. I paid tribute to 
Scotland on purpose and continue my quest to learn all that I 
can about it and how Scotland, and especia lly the 
Highlander, evolved. It's only through their world, through 
thei r eyes, and through their pains and joy that I want to 
understand Scotland. I owe Scotland that, because I fee l that 
Scotland invites me home, to be me (Basu 133). 
The main issues I am addressing in this chapter are that of identi ty. Why do members of a 
community feel the need to return to their ancestral homeland? What do they hope to fi nd 
once there? Does the heri tage pilgrimage have any bearing on their cul tural identities? 
Finally, as Basu writes, why do generally integrated middle-clas citizens want to 
effecti vely unassimilate themselve in order to discover a more di tinct, ethnic identi ty 
(Basu 145)? 
As Jane Dunsiger states in her 1982 master's thesis, " for some individuals a en e 
of identity is as ociated with a given geographica l location. This place is viewed as 
' home' because that individual identifies most clea rly wi th that set of attitudes, values 
and customs" (Dun iger 20). She focu ed her thesis on the narrati ve of eight immigrants 
in St. John 's Newfoundland who retu rned to their homeland to vi it. She explores the 
construction of "home" as both a cul tural symbol and physical place in their narratives 
and how symbols are "manipulated by different individuals to suit the need of changing 
situations" (Dunsiger 31 ). She investigates the themes of adaptation and how the 
immigrant viewed hi homeland after spending years away from it. Though the nan·a tives 
I worked with were of a very di fferent nature as my informants were not immigrant 
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them elves but rather their children or grandchildren, I could not u e Dunsiger's main 
approache . However, the themes brought up by Dunsiger brought to mind many 
questions for my research. As my in formants have spent most of their lives in Canada, 
li vi ng in the multicultural and pluralistic environment of Montreal, how would they 
identi fy with the attitudes, values and customs of Italy? Also, what role did Italy play in 
the construction of my informants' identity as Italians? 
Aside from the experience of these visits, the narratives my informants bring home 
with them are a constantly evolving performance. The narratives of these trips serve as 
counterpoints to the stories of their parents and grandparents and as reverse immigrant 
narratives for my generation. These narratives uphold or contradict the stories of their 
immigrant relatives and cement, for the community, a continuing, inter-generational 
relationship with Italy. These narratives can be typologized according to experiences 
common to my informants' stories. Part of the experience of visiting Italy is coming 
home with all these stories and anecdotes to tell about one's time there. I will focus on 
the deli neation between the actual trips and the ways in which my informants spoke about 
them. To do so, I have devised a two-pronged typology to better classify the 
commonalities of these narrative a Belonging in Italy and Inaccurate Expectations. 
Belonging in Italy encompasses the ub-categories ofFamilial Ho pitality, Societal 
Acceptance and Historical/Nostalgic Attachment. The second type, Inaccurate 
Expectations, focuses on compari ng and contrasting the Italian and Canadian lifestyles, 
and also the di ffcrences between parental tories (past) about Italy and the reality of the 
informants' experiences (present). 
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Belonging in Italy Inaccurate Expectations 
Familial Hospitality Italian vs. Canadian Lifestyles 
Societal Acceptance Past vs. Present 
Historic/Nostalgic Attachment 
. . Figure 11: The Typological Breakdown for VIsits to the Homeland Narratives 
Under the general theme of Belonging in Italy falls the sub-category of Familial 
Hospitality. This theme occurs most often in the narratives of those who undertook 
Family Visits and is focused on how the generosity and acceptance of Italian family 
members affected my infonnants' feelings of attachment to Italy. This Familial 
Hospitality is clearly seen through the sibling duality of Alexander and Steven Scalia. 
Both brothers went to Italy on numerous occasions together and both spoke of the 
overwhelming hospitality shown to them by the family members they were visiting. 
However, each was affected in a different way. While one brother describes Familial 
Hospitality as a way for him to feel connected to Italy, the other, who has been on the 
very same trips, does not. Alexander's narrative, though he often speaks of feeling 
welcomed by his fami ly, never asserts a deep feeling of attachment to Italy. His younger 
brother Steven, who repeatedly speaks of the affability ofhis Italian family members, 
often expresses a feeling ofbeing part of the communities he visited. They both speak of 
the accommodating and hospitable nature of their grandmother in Sicily and how they 
were constantly fed large meals by every member of the family. The difference in their 
narratives is noticeable; Alexander asserts, "They were very hospitable, it was nice to see 
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them. 1 could finally put a face to the voice I heard on the phone. For me, thi trip to Italy 
was to attach with roots that I didn't know about, wi th fa mily member I don't know 
ex isted" ( lexander calia 2008). Steven's narrative, on the other hand, places much 
more importance on being loved and accepted by his family. He explained in the joumal 
he kept on his first vi it to Ita ly, " I real ly don't mis Montreal at all. I fee l comfortable in 
the village. Our family members in Cattolica are such nice ho ts and they all love us so as 
if we were their own children" (Steven Scalia 2004). He continued, 
It wa a real amazing experience to finally meet these 
people that we ca ll every weekend. She [ onna] real ly 
loves us. They were great hosts, from their love, to their 
entertainment, to th ir cooking. They made us feel at home 
and loved ... I can't ever explain it. These people are just 
tremendous (Steven ca lia 2004). 
Societal Acceptance was a econd sub-category under the genera l theme of 
Belonging in Italy. Th is theme was found in the narratives of informants who undertook 
the variou trip type and wa focused on fitting in with Italian ociety. Informants such 
a Michelle DeVincenzo, Tania Zampini and Sabrina Pianese poke of how comfortable 
they were living as part of Italian ociety for their Extended Stays. They addressed the 
issues of adapting to life in Italy, making friends and being accepted by non-family 
members. Clorinda and Angie Antonacci, sister who undertook many Family Visit , al o 
present a ibling duality in their narratives. They have taken the same trip to Italy sine 
they were children and yet have very different narratives when discussing their vi it . 
Clorinda talked about her love of Italy and how much she trea ures going back every 
ummer to spend time with her grandmother in a mall villag . Angie, who al o goes to 
visit her grandmother, limits her stays in the vi llage to a few weeks because she does not 
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enjoy the rural life tyle. When Clorinda di cus ed her friend and the socia l life he ha 
in Italy, she says, "The friends that we made, I still have tho e friends. They have always 
been there for me. I went last year when my deare t friend got married and I was able to 
attend her wedding. We had a huge feast, lots of food" (Clorinda Antonacci 2008). Her 
sister retorted, "Yeah but it's a hole. My grandmother is there. I go e her, max three 
weeks, or take a gun and shoot me" (Angie Antonacci 2008). While most of my 
informants discussed being part of society in Italy, it had varying degrees of importance 
in their narratives. 
The Historical/ o talgic Attachment is centered on discus ions about landmarks 
such as tours or lamily villages or vi iting the Sistine Chapel. major th me in my 
informants' narratives was the Historical/Nostalgic category. This theme is focused on 
visiting both architectural and familial landmarks, uch as the Fountain ofTrevi and a 
illage cemetery. Alexander's narrative i full of these Hi torical ostalgic referenc . 
He writes about going on walking tours of his ancestral village with hi grandmother a a 
tour guide and how this helped him discover a sense of place in a foreign country. He 
also repeatedly made reference to tourist landmark in hi narratives. He discusses 
churches in Europe, the hou es he visited in Italy and the fountain in his father 's vi llage. 
He explained why he liked Rome: 
I remember going to Rome and I had great expectation of 
Rome. I found it a little bit dirty, the Coliseum was more 
black than anyth ing else. But still a pectacular city, v ry 
ant ique, v ry old. It made me realize how Italians/Western 
European have influenced Montreal. Big churches in 
Europe, Montreal is the on ly city in orth America with 
the same type of beautiful churches (Alexander Scalia 
2008). 
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He also talk d about his cousin ' home in Abruzzo: 
Abruzzo was a very different, ju t natural environment. 
You have beautiful mountains, not many houses. Very 
luxurious condos there now. My mom kept commenting on 
the doors saying 'oh they have doors here we don't hav in 
Canada,' o my Zio Vincenzo i quite well off, lives in a 
nice house in L' Aq uila (Alexander Scalia 2008). 
This sub-category al o encompasses the various landmark my informants 
discussed in their narratives. Vi its to touri tic or historical locations were interspersed 
with familial and nosta lgic places. They talked about visiting the istine Chapel , and the 
houses their parents grew up in , both places playing di fferent yet important role in their 
visits. While visiting family i per onally meaningful, having a funny tale t tell about 
going to a famous landmark is equally important. In his journal, Steven Scalia makes 
recurrent references to vi iting the places where hi s family comes from, while also 
inter persing his narrative with funny stories about his experiences at variou touri t 
spots. He wrote about his visit to the Vatican: 
Yesterday, we woke up al l around 7 o'clock [sic.] and 
hurried up to get ready to go see the Vatican. But our 
morning wasn't normal at all. So Mom and Dad left to buy 
some groceries, of course, leaving us four with onna 
wa n ' t the martest of moves. Jason was skipping up the 
sta irs and was singing. We were screaming at Alex, who 
was taking a shower and he screamed back. Of course 
Christina was whining because of the noise. Top that up 
with onna telling everybody to shut up. Eventua lly the 
door bell rings. Alex, being the Alex that he i , just had to 
open the door and who el e but a fat geezer screaming: Non 
Gridate! Chiamo Ia polizia/ [Stop creaming! I will call the 
police!]. Anyways, at the Vatican we went to ee the 
Basilica, more corruption. Once arri ved we found out that 
women and children under twelve can go into the Basilica 
wearing what they wanted but men had to wear pant . We 
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were obviously wearing harts, it wa forty degree ! So me, 
Chri tina and Mom were able to have access to it but Alex, 
Ja on and Dad didn ' t. Of course, Ja on being the Jason that 
he i , tried crewing the system by putting his harts nice 
and low. However he was denied by the intelligence of the 
security guard (Steven Scalia 2004). 
Eli zabeth otignola expre sed imilar nanative elements. She de cribes visiting Milan 
and subsequently visiting the "hou e my grand fa ther built, th market, th church wher 
my mother was baptized" (Elizabeth 2008) . This same theme wa echoed by the 
narrative of Lucia Silve tri, who discu ed visiting major touri t destinations while a! o 
spending time where her mother was born and raised. 
The narrativ of my in fo rmants also renected their Inaccurate Expectations. 
There were two sub-cat gories to thi s type: the contrast between Italian and anadian 
li fes tyles and the compari son between the r ali ty of my informant ' vi it and what thei r 
parent had told them about Italy. The nan atives I collected reflect the differences 
between the life tylc of Canada and Italy. In general, Italy, even in the major citie , i 
portrayed as the slower, ca lmer and healthier li fes tyle, while Canada, more specifica lly 
Montreal , is seen as a fast-paced metropoli . This was a major theme in the na1n tive of 
my in formants. Though many reported feeling comfortable in Italy as oon a they 
landed, they definitely encountered various situations that reminded them of the 
differences between.Italy and Canada. Celia D'Andrea focused on the difference m 
worldview tha t she perceived b tween herself and her Italian fa mily. Even in the ci ti , 
she found them to have rather old-fa hioned idea about clothing, appropriate conduct fo r 
women and dat ing. For her, this wa a marked contrast to Canadian view on these i ue . 
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For Clorinda and ngie Antonacci, the main lifestyle is ue is the Italian ' un ique eating 
chedule. They explained: 
Angie: What gets me i these four-hour breaks during the 
day. Everyone goes home to sleep! 
Clorinda: To prepare meals for the night. 
Angie: By the time you get home it 's eight, you don ' t have 
time to prepare food. Everyone eats at nine! We would eat at 
six-thirty and all of our fri end were playing so when we 
come out [to play] they all go ea t (Angie and Clorinda 
Antonacci 2008) . 
.J ackie De Stefano's narrative wa full of references to the differences between Italy and 
Canada. She cites corrupt politic , weak ocial infrastructure and lack of jobs as the 
main reason Ita ly di ffers from Canada. Sabrina Pianese pent a fair bit of ti me 
describing the di fference between Florence and Montrea l. For her, Florence harkens 
back to a time when busine es were closed on Sundays: 
The fas t paced crazine s that we have here [Montrea l] , 
where we are ru nni ng aga inst time, you don' t have there 
[Florence]. It 's o nice that people actually enjoy their time. 
Even in the big city! Even in Florence. Everything is clo ed 
on Sundays. Restaurant are opened though. You have the 
luxury to take time for yourself. Doesn' t matter if touri sts 
want you to stay open, you ' re closed. You have your siesta 
in the afternoon. People enjoy their li ves. Money or 
business doesn' t run their li ves fo r them (Sabrina Piane e 
2008). 
Another contrast described by my informants wa that they wer permi tted to do things in 
Italy they would othcrwi e not have been allowed to do. Lucia Silv stri talked about h r 
grandmother, who was vi iting Italy with her, allowing her to wander around the town 
unsupervised. Lucia's grandmother would never have allowed her to wander around her 
Montreal neighborhood alone. Lucia and I spent a lot of time together before we began 
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Kindergarten and we were rarely allowed to play out ide unsupervi ed. lorinda 
Antonacci had her first boyfri end in Italy when he was sti ll in highs hool. "I got away 
with a lot of tuff there [in Italy] , I had a boyfi·icnd for the first tim . He wa from 
Abruzzo, much older. He was a jacka s. I don't like Italians from here [Montreal]. I like 
Europeans. Here they have no tradition "(Clorinda Antonacci 2008). teven' naiTative 
also expre cd thi unprecedented freedom when visiting Italy. His cou ins, who were all 
much older, came to visit Steven, hi s brother Alex and their cousin Ja on, with some 
beer. He explained: 
That night we went to celebrate ' Peppino ' [my uncle 
.lo cph] and his wife, Chri tine ' 25 111 anniversary at a r ally 
fancy re talll·ant. We later r turned to our hotel to leep. 
Sandra, Tony [Steven's European cousins] and us three guy 
have rea lly gotten along well. Actual ly, later on that night, 
they invaded our hotel room o that we could watch a 
movie. They came with their hare of beer. I didn 't drink a 
lot but .Ja on lived up to expectation and wa a leep [pa ed 
out] ten minutes later. The next morning I woke up to puke 
and piece of partly dige ted chicken on the floor. I later 
found out that Ja on had puked load and he and lex 
cleaned up. Well, AI x did his best. He pulled a towel out of 
the bathroom to clean up as much vomit as po ible. That 
was smart. What wasn't [smart] was the fact that he threw it 
out of the window and it landed at the footstep of the back 
entrance of the hotel , which probably traumatized some of 
the hotel's client . Oh well , it was worth the fun ( teven 
ca I ia 2008). 
The last ub-category under the Inaccurate Expectation them is the difference 
between the pa t and present. By this, I mean how the stories told to my informant 
about Italy by their parents contrast with their actual experiences in Italy. Many parents 
spoke to their chi ldren about Italy in extreme terms: either Italy wa thi wonderful 
dreamland or it wa a land of poor farmer wi th no hope for the future. The reality of 
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modern day ftaly is very different from both the e caricaturization . Lucia ilvestri 
de cribed feeling urprised by visiting her parents' hometown because it was a lot more 
civilized than she had anticipated. From what her parents had told her, she believed sh 
was going to vi it a town rem iniscent of a refugee camp. Much to her urpri e, this was 
not the case. Elizabeth had the same experience. She was hocked at how wealthy her 
family was, since her parents had repeatedly told her that their village was a poor 
rarming village. Alexander Scalia had the opposite experience. His father had long told 
him about the sma ll village where he wa born and about the fountain that tand at the 
entrance to the town. When Alexander arri ved at the village gate he realized his father 
had possibly exaggerated the grandeur of the fountain and the town it elf. The fountain 
was a mall trickle and the village was nearly empty. 
While Lucia, Eli zabeth and Alexander were hocked at how different ftaly 
actually was compared to what they had been told by their parent other informant 
uch as Jack ie De Stefano and Steven Scalia were surprised by the population in Italy. 
Ita ly is home to many immigrants from Europe, Asia and North Africa. The e 
immigrants are not ethnically Italian though th y li ve, work and rai se fam ilies in Italy. 
teven recount : 
In Rome, I fe lt more Italian actually. To be honest, ther 'sa 
lot of Chine e people in Rome! I heard some Chine e 
speaking Ita li an [Italian-speaking Chinese people], my eyes 
popped out. I didn't say anything to them but ... [laughing], 
you sec people lik that. Chinese people living in Italy. I 
d n ' t know why (Steven Scalia 2008). 
Jackie wished that there were a smaller immigrant population in Italy becaus "the fact 
that there is a big immigration crisis in Italy make it a lot harder tom et genuinely 
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Italian people. Most of the people li ving in Italy are Albanians or Croatian or from 
Turkey. Oh the Albanians!" (Jackie De Stefano 2008). 
In regard to heritage pilgrimages to Italy, three of my informants had been on a 
School Trip visit. Typical ly, this type of trip is offered in senior high school at a school 
with a large Italian population. Celia D'Andrea, now a 24-year-old law student, 
explai ned that her first trip to Italy was with her high school classmates, most of whom 
were of ltalian descent. Her exci tement about being in her family's ancestral homeland 
was tempered by several factors: 
I was so excited to go to Italy. I was like 'Wow, I'm gonna 
go, I know the language. This is amazing!' It was with my 
school we were in Rome. It was a disappointment. We saw 
Rome at night! (Celia D'Andrea 2008). 
This sentiment of disappointment was also expressed by Jackie De Stefano. Although 
she did not take part in a School Trip to Italy, she was dismissive of the many Montreal 
Italians' ignorance of the real ities of Italy. She comment , "Montreal Italians, there are 
many who haven' t been to Italy, nor will they ever go to Italy. Nor do they understand 
Italian culture or politics, but they have this great notion of Italy as being this 
motherland" (Jack ie De Stefano 2008). This is a theme common to many of my 
informants when speaking of School Trips to Italy . Abstract pride in ltaly is insuffic ient; 
one should understand the social and political situations in Ita ly before pride and identity 
can be justifiably claimed. 
One could eas ily assume that School Trips to Italy would be an easy and 
educational way to reconnect with one's heritage. This was not the case, however. Not 
one of my informants di scussed rediscovering a sense of identity or personal history on 
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this type of trip. They spoke of arguments among classmates and flights delays, not of 
family sagas or hometowns: 
The first time [I went to Italy ]23 I was in grade eleven, but I 
can't say it was a monumental occasion or awakening. It 
was with my class and we had such problems with our 
flights! The majority of the stay was in Greece. It was 
supposed to be in Italy and Greece, but we were stil l 
supposed to stay a good three days in Italy, but that turned 
into a day and a night in Rome. I would have liked to spend 
more ti me there, but we were on a tour bus at night seeing 
all these amazing places, at night! The Coliseum, 
everyth ing was done so quickly that I don't remember 
anything. All I remember is the Fountain ofTrevi because 
we stepped out of the bus to throw our coins in so we cou ld 
come back again.24 What a rip off-of a tri p! We went to 
Pompei . I didn ' t experience Italy like [ should have. !liked 
what r saw though. I loved the hi story behind Rome 
(Sabrina Pianese 2008). 
23 Square parentheses [] indicate my personal add itions to the quotation while rounded 
~4a rentheses () indicate t~y informants ' own. . . . . . . 
- Unttl I spoke to Sabnna r was not aware of thts tradttton. Throwmg coms mto the 
Fountain ofTrevi ensures your return. The movie Three Coins in The Fountain (Jean 
Negulesco) in 1954 popularized the idea, as did its subsequent remakes, the 1964 The 
Pleasure Seekers (Jean Negulesco) and Coins in Th e Fountain (Tony Wharmby) in 1990. 
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Figure 12: Tania Zampini eating gelato in Florence (Used with 
penni sion - Tania Zampini ollection) 
When I asked for the reasons for partaking in the School Trip to Italy, the 
overwhelming response was that it was a cheap way to experience Italy as a teenager 
with no parents around. When each informant spoke of the School Trip to Italy, they told 
me their experiences rather ambivalently. It would seem that the main reason for the 
disappointment of my informants was that this type of trip did not allow for anything 
other than obvious tourist attractions. The School Trip is characterized by a short stay in 
Italy and follows a tourist-centered pattern. These trips were generally focused on Rome 
and its main attractions such as the Coliseum and the Fountain ofTrevi. The informant 
spoke to who experienced this type of visit did not express enjoying the tourist 
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experience in Italy. They felt thi type of trip robbed them ofvisiting family, their 
hometowns and of feeling properly " Italian" since they were seen as foreign Canadians 
everywhere they went. To them, this type of trip wa not the proper way for an yon of 
Italian descent to experience their homeland. Thi brings to mind a joke discu ed by 
Elliott Oring in hi s book Folk Groups and Folklore Genres about a Romanian Jew li ving 
in I rae!. The Romani an Jew insists on being buried in Romania and not in hi cun·ent 
home country because "at least in Romania I can die as a Jew. Here in Israel I wi ll di as 
a Romanian" (Oring 1986: 30). 
The second ca tegory of trip is the Extended Stay. A number of my informants had 
chosen to spend a considerable amount of time living in Italy when they were young 
adults. Such stay were usually connected to work or un iversity exchange programs and 
typically lasted one to six months. This type of visit was not centered around the 
informant's hometown or family, nor was it focused on re-di covering cul tural history, 
but my informant all spoke of cementing their Italian identity through the e Extended 
tays. Five of my informants undertook such a trip at a somewhat later age than the 
School Trip. Four of them, Michelle de Vincenzo, El izabeth Cotignola, Celia D'Andrea 
and Sabrina Piancse went separately for a month to live in Florence. The Florence Trip, 
as it is known among Montreal Italians, is a four-to six-week-long stay in Florence, Italy 
offered by language schools in Italy. ltalian language or literature classes are offered at 
the school during the day while weekends are left free to travel around the country. This 
type of trip was different in several ways. For many of them, it was the first time my 
informants had been living on their own. This in itself was a li fe-changing experience. 
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Since they were in Ita ly long enough to have to dea l with the mundan ta ks of everyday 
life such as buying groceries and paying electrical bills, the young women who undertook 
thi trip were able to truly come to under tand Italy as a country, not imply a a vacation 
site or a some romanticized homeland. Elizabeth explained: 
I always had an affin ity fo r Florence ince I went that fir t 
time. This was very pecial to me because it wa the fi r t 
time I was on my own and I was there long enough [a 
month and a half] to feel like I was living there. I wasn' t in 
a hotel; I had a little apartment and had to go buy my 
gro eri s in the little Italian grocery stores. I was ther long 
enough for it to become fa miliar to me so that wa so 
wonderful (Elizabeth Cotignola 2008). 
Sabrina Pian se expressed the ame entiment: 
I didn ' t get to visit any family. I was with friends and we 
only had the weekends, so we couldn ' t exactly visit famil y. 
I loved that we had our own apartments. I felt like I wa 
living there. Twas cooking meals and planning trips and 
just doing everyday kind of nui ance kind of things that 
you do when you live som wh re. It was amazing to do 
that in Florence. Expectation were ju t that 1 would g t a 
di fferent per pective, I would ee life through di fferent 
eye and experience a way of life that is different than what 
I am used to. I gue s the fac t that we were living in 
apartments, I felt like 1 was atl nding university like a 
regular student. I never D It like I was Florentine but I loved 
the fac t that I could go grocery shopping or to the market 
and knew what time it wa open. I knew where everything 
was. Florence is amazing because it has the perfect ba lance 
or country and city life. And o yeah by the end of the 
m nth I was ju t so, I feel like I was more comfortabl 
there than in Montrea l. Montrea l i so much more of a 
metropoli s, there are many place here 1 know nothing 
about. But in Flor nee l had a ense of direction I never 
have had here [in Montrea l] ( abrina Pianese 2008). 
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Michelle DeVincenzo had a very similar experience when she lived in Florence 
for five weeks in 2004. 
I have been to Italy once. I went in 2004 for about five 
weeks. I took an Italian class in Florence to improve my 
Italian. It didn' t really work. I was surprised at how much I 
like, felt at home when I was there. I thought I would go 
and have different outlooks, but I was surprised at how well 
I fit in. I was not able to visit where my parents were from. 
I have no family left there; they are in other parts ofltaly or 
other countries. I did consider moving there. I had a 
depression after I left, I just wanted to go back and stay. I 
still want to go but I don' t know about permanently; maybe 
I need to go and live there for a little bit and get it out of 
my system. I liked it, felt like home (Michelle DeVincenzo 
2008). 
Figure 13: The apartment Michelle De Vincenzo stayed in during her Extended Stay in Florence 
(Used with pennission - Michelle De Vincenzo Collection) 
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Though all four who undertook an Ex tended Stay in Italy could have found the time to 
visit their families, none did, even if they had done so on previous fami ly vacations. I 
believe this was the case because the Extended Stay is not a trip taken to meet previously 
unknown fa mily members. Nor did anyone feel the need to reconnect with an ancestral 
hometown. This trip was focu ed on the individual discovering Italy on thei r own terms 
for themselves. Jackie De Stefano pent six month living in Turin a part of a busine s 
schoo l exchange program. She described her ti me in Italy as a culture shock for the most 
part: 
Growing up rtali an [in Montrea l] , I thought would help me 
fit in but it didn ' t. I was like a fi sh out of water. A lot of it 
had to do with the fact that I wasn' t used to things you 
never learn from in a tour book: how things shut down in 
the afternoon, it can be really frustrating. Traveling though 
Italy and li ving in Italy are two di fferent things. Living in 
Italy was when 1 learned about the problems about Italy, 
whereas traveling depicts it as a picturesque ociety where 
everyone is in love and happy, gondola rides, and it 's just 
not that way. That was a big shock for me. But eventua lly I 
got used to it and what it boiled down to after six month 
was that I didn 't want to come back. But there were other 
factors involved. I liked being independent. I liked the 
people 1 was meeting. I have never been to my parent's 
hometown; in fac t on my mom's side, we' re seven 
grandchildren and I am one of the only ones who haven't 
been to the hometown of Prezza. My dad 's side I haven't 
been either. I would li ke to but as a visit. I had the 
opportunity to go while I was in Ita ly. I haven' t taken the 
opportunity (Jackie De Stefano 2008). 
A significant part of the Extended Stay was learning Italian. While mo t of my 
in fo rmants spoke some Ita lian before heading to Italy, learning the language was the 
main reason for such a long stay. They all felt that li ving in Montreal hindered their 
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ab ility to speak "proper"25 Italian since many dialects from the 1950s immigrants are till 
floating around Montreal's Italian community. The Extended Stay allowed them to fully 
immerse themselves in a language they wanted so deeply to become fluent in. Some 
spoke of feeling embarTassed for not speaking Italian as well as they hould. Sabrina, as 
an example, refused to speak until her rtalian improved. She explained that "people were 
speaking proper Italian and I' m self-conscious of my Italian right away. Jut saying an 
address and I'm uneasy" (Sabrina Pianese 2008) . 
The third ca tegory of trip my informants experienced i the Family Vi it. My 
informants spoke of reconnecting with a history that had been only an imagined past 
until their visit to Italy. Six of my informants took such trip with their fami lies. The 
pattern of this type of trip is fairly consistent. Typica lly, the parents take their young 
children or teenagers to Italy for a few weeks during the summer months. They spend 
some time visiting large cities and tourist destinations before heading to their native 
towns to live with what remaining family still resides in the ancestra l vi llage. What 
rea lly stood out during my interviews was the level of description and emotion my 
informants expressed when talking about thi s type of trip. There wer many comments 
about the beauty of the buildings and the hi story, but the language used wa rather 
passive and unemotional. When they began ta lking about vi iting their family, they 
began padding their narTatives with stories and anecdotes that were not pre ent when 
describing tourist attractions. I wi ll discuss these themes later in the chapter. 
25 Many of my informants expressed their frustration at only speaking the Italian dial ct 
of their grandparents. Proper Italian or Italiano pulito (clean Ital ian) is the Italian spoken 
by contemporary, educated Ita lians. 
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Having lived many years in Canada and having no real contact with Italy (apart 
from phone ca lls to family) , it is not surprising that many of my informants had no id a 
what to expect and that many of them expressed anx iety about returning to their ance tral 
homeland. Most of their ideas about Italy were centered on what immigrant family 
member had told them. Alexander Sca lia, an eighteen-year-old CEGEP student, told me, 
" I was quite anxious the first time we went. This is where it all started for the Scalias and 
the Di Paolos. I wanted to see what it was like and mostly how it differed from Montrea l, 
from Quebec, from the Montreal community" (Alexander Scalia 2008). His younger 
brother Steven, eleven at the time of his trip, kept a journal of his first visit to Italy at his 
mother's request. His pre-visit entry reads: 
I'm so excited! I can't wait to see all of the fami ly that I've 
never met before! I'm going to have so much fun in Italy! 
I'm going to Italy with onna Pia (grand moth r) , Jason, 
Alex, Chris y, Mom and Dad. We are going to land in 
Rome, then my uncle Vincenzo wil l pick us up and we wi ll 
go meet his family in Aquila, the capita l of Abruzzo. We' ll 
stay there for a whi le and then go to Sicily, the island 
where my dad is from! I can't wait! I hope everything goes 
well. Mom has been stressed these days but I hope she 
calms down once we've arrived. Nonna is excited and so 
are Jason, Alex and Christina. I don 't know what to expect, 
so I' ll just have to wait (Steven Scalia 2004). 
The first time my informants arrived in their fam il ies' vil lages always seemed 
to elicit a shock, usua ll y positive, but surprising nonetheless. Alexander Scalia 
explained that hi fir t view of Sicily was start ling to him a hi father had built up hi s 
hometown to epic proportions. The reason for this was two-fold. On his Family Visit to 
Italy, he went to both his maternal grandparent ' hometown of Bari sciano in Abruzzo 
and to Cattolica Ereclea in Sicily where his father was from. He laughingly recalled: 
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Then we got to Sicily. I could not wa it to ee the donkeys! I 
only aw one. My dad sa id when my nonno moved here he 
got rid of the donkey. My dad spoke of Cattolica Ereclea as 
the center of the world. I was expecting something 
grandiose, He sa id that at the entrance of the vil lage is a 
fountain, a famous fountai n where the water n ver top . 
What i this fountain? It ' a tick in the rocks! Ok?! L t' 
ju t say my dad put my hop up a bit too high. The calias 
arc fond of Cattolica. (Alexander Scalia 2008). 
About Bari ciano Alexander told me, "The difference i huge [between Montreal 
and Barisciano]. Thi is a village where people kept animal in their home . It kind of 
shows. My zio Mario ( onna Pia ha a ister there), he still rai e hi own rabbit and 
his roo ter and chickens over there" (Alexander Scalia 2008). ometimes the hock is 
si mply becau e of the reception given to the visitors. Steven's journal describe the 
fa mily's arrival in attolica as the biggest event that town had een in quite a while: 
When we arri ved, it eemed like the whole vi llage 
surrounded us because a anadian family had arrived, a if 
they've never seen anadian before! After kissing and 
meeting everyone we pent time with onna Carm Ia. he 
cooked us her fresh vegetable , which grow everywh re 
here. The fami ly is very nice. Zia icolina is always 
offering us food, but then aga in who doesn't? Everything in 
the vi ll age is walki ng di stance, that 's how small it i ! Ah 
Ca ttolica, so relax ing. Too relax ing? It 's alway the sam , 
family come in and out to vi it and so do many peopl 111 
the vi llage (Steven Scalia 2004). 
During our interview, Steven de cribed how trong his emotion were when 
meeting fam ily members for the first time: 
I was very excited to go to Italy the first time because like 
not only to see my fami ly that I've never seen but you see 
people who are part of you who have lived with your 
grand father, that your father knew that I never got to 
know. I never got to know the e people! The e people are 
related to me, I love fam ily and it ' crazy that the e pe ple 
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are part of you, their blood is in your blood and . .. you 
hear about them non-stop, Nonna gets off the phone, so 
and so just had a baby, who the hell is so and so? Who is 
this person? What does she look like? I have no idea 
(Steven Scalia 2008). 
Sometimes the initial reaction to arriving in Italy is the realization that your 
relatives are no longer the subsistence farmers your grandparents always described them 
as. Elizabeth Cotignola was taken aback when she visited her dad's hometown and 
realized her family was, in fact, quite well off: 
I'd heard so much about my town and how it was a little 
farming village and you know, it was a farming village 
back then, but I was surprised with how modern and quaint 
it was. I was surprised by how wealthy my family was. 
They weren't farmers! (Elizabeth Cotignola 2008). 
Figure 14: Elizabeth Cotignola in her family's garden in Teggiano during her Family Visit (Used with 
permission - Elizabeth Cotignola Collection) 
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This wa a recurring theme among my informants. Being presented an image of 
Italy by their parents paints a caricaturized version of their homeland, either as a picture-
perfect Motherland or a downtrodden country of poor farmers. Family Visits allowed for 
my informants to create an image of Italy for themselves, separate from what they had 
previously believed. Lucia Silvestri had a similar experience when she fir t visited Italy 
at age nine: 
The first time, I went with my sister and grandmother. That 
wa a weird trip! Because you know how your parent are 
alway aying, ' back in my day!' Now when you're a kid 
living in a city you hear these poverty stories, you kind of 
picture them living in a teepee or omething. I wa nine 
when I went. When we got ther someone picked us up 
near our town to drive us. He wa bowing us mountains 
and vil lages and then all I see is this line offire!! r said to 
my sister, 'Did you not notice the fire around the town?' 
What it is, i they burn their fields once the wheat has 
grown. They are not allowed to do that anymore, thank 
God. They burn it before they replant or something. 
Apparently this was very, very common. It wa like a wa ll 
of fire around the town! We got to the house and I was like, 
'Oh it 's a house with a fridge and everything. This is cool. 
Al l the old ladies were waiting fo r me telling me I look like 
my father, pinching my cheeks. I was there a month. It was 
really fun. As a kid it was so great to be allowed to have 
freedom to wander the town (Lucia Si lvestri 2008). 
Many of my informants were shocked by the differences in attitudes found 
amongst their Italian family. They had assumed that simply because th y w r of Italian 
descent, their world-views would match those of their Italian counterpart . This, 
however, was rarely the case. At these moments my informants real ized how much 
Canada had influenced the Italians living there. Perhaps it came from living in a major 
city with a wide va ri ety of religions and cultures, but many of my informants ex pres ed 
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frustration at the seem ingly old-fa hioned mentality of their Italian family. The main 
concern wa the lack of privacy. In Cattolica, Steven noted that no one had actual doors, 
just beaded curtains o people were constantly treaming into each other' hou es. It wa 
on ly the day the family left that door (which had never been noticed b fore) were clo ed 
to give the fami ly privacy for the painful goodbyes. Clorinda and Ang Ia Antonacci had 
different ways to deal with the prying eye of small town life. Angela cho e not to p nd 
much time in villages, while Clorinda ignored them: 
There are eyes everywhere! You step outside your door 
with a short skirt and everybody looks at you. It' like 
'Can you leave me alone!?' I do it on purpo e, r walk 
around with an apple in my hand, my grandmother says 
'Where are you going with the food? Eat it in ide!' I'm 
like; o!' (Clorinda Antonacci 2008). 
Celia's experience with her Italian family's old-fa hioned mentality erved as a 
reminder of her Canadian heritage, which i often ea y to forg t when pending time in 
the homeland: 
When I went back the second time to visit the towns, I 
didn't think they would be that backwards. It' not about 
money, it 's the mentality. It' so old. Even my younger 
cou ins have this old mentality. Like take for example, 
boyfriends. You go out with a guy twice and you have to 
bring him home to meet the parent . And it's like, ' o 
that' not the way things work in Quebec!' And that's in 
the city! I was nineteen and people kept a king me ifl had 
a boyfriend becau e I should be settling down! ineteen 
years old! The small town mentality, I don t know if it ' 
like that in big cities. Oh no. My cou ins from Rome, they 
came here for a wedding and [remember the daughter wa 
pretty old-fashion d. She was maybe eighteen and was like, 
'Oh you can't wear heel , not a lot of makeup. ' I don't 
know if it 's just my family! That' when your alize you're 
definitely Canadian - it' a cia h of civilization. Because 
th y come and . . . o blunt, and th y just say what they 
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think. You're gonna offend people! I find when we go to 
Italy, we conform to what they want. So Canadian. When 
in Rome ... [laughs] I find that we do that but when they 
come here they don't do that. They won't do something if 
it 's not what they do back home. Maybe it's because when 
we go to Italy, we're just so proud to be there and be 
Italian. They come here and well , they take off their pants 
in public like they do back home26 and all the Canadians 
look at them completely offended (Celia D'Andrea 2008) ! 
Celia was also very surprised by her mother's village when she stayed with her 
great-grandmother for two weeks. After living in Montreal for most of her life, a city 
where modern conveniences are just part of daily life, spending time in a very small 
farming town was a cultural learning experience such as visiting a foreign country. She 
recounts: 
My great grandmother is there. We stayed with her. We're 
very close even though I've only met her a few times. We 
talk on the phone all the time. So I stayed with her, he 
lives in this little house. No heating, really, it's a 2x4. It 's 
tough, super small! Showers? No! 1 had to go to my aunt's 
house for that. But you do it because you love them and 
you' re there. And the food ! It's constant eating, and they 
get upset if you don't fi nish your food. And you go to 
church with them, the neighborhood church down the 
street. And everybody asks, ' Who is that? Who is that?' 
They've never seen you, so you have to make sure you 
dress properly. My great-grandmother was so proud that we 
were there. She was so proud! She is 96 but she sounds 
eighteen. She is young at heart (Celia D'Andrea 2008). 
Thi sense of pride is something most of my informants spoke of. Both the 
visitors and those visiting expressed pride for differing reasons. The Italians were proud 
26 This refers to an anecdote I told my informant about my family from Italy visiting 
Meech Lake in Ontario with us and taking off their clothes on the beach wh ile the other 
sunbathers looked on, horrified. 
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because they were showing off their long-lo t Canadian fam ily; the vi itor on the oth r 
hand, were proud to be in Italy, speaking the language and walking the street their 
fam ilie built. lexander explained that one day while he was staying in Bari sciano, hi 
materna l grandmother, who wa on the trip with hi family, took them on a walking tour 
of the town where she laid out his fam ily's hi story in the village: 
Nanna was our tour guide. he would tell us 'Thi i where 
your auntie Paola and uncle Mario were born. Thi i where I 
li ved when I was a gi rl. Thi i where my grandma lived.' o 
I wa able to retrace all of the e ance tor that I nev r knew 
and just imagined the way they had lived their li ves in that 
area (Alexander ca lia 2008). 
Steven often wrote in his journal that when they arrived in the village, they would be 
taken to the town cemetery to visit the graves of dead relative . Thi happened to him 
both in Barisciano and in Cattolica Ereclea. Both times he went without a econd 
thought to visit the grave of dead relatives he had never even met. In each situation, he 
wrote of going to the cemetery to "visit the graves of our beloved fam ily members no 
longer with u " ( teven Scalia 2004). teven al o noted that hi visits to the tiny 
village his par nt come from brought about a deep sense of pride in his grandparent 
who made the difficult deci ion to leave: 
Barisciano was a lot like Cattolica. They were both falling 
apart. Both mall towns. You till ee the farmers, you have 
the hens, you walk awh ile and see ggs on the floor, you 
ce plant growing everywhere. People eating them off the 
ground! That's their lunch! 
Barsiciano is . .. My mom wa n ' t born there, but he had 
already been [to vi it Barisciano]. She knew people but he 
hasn't been since 1982. Sh knew her way around. It was 
nice. I got to see where Zio and onno were born. I'm 
family-wi e, I like eeing where they come from. Wh r 
they were actually born. When you compare their hou e to 
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my house you say ' Goddamn! They did a really g od job 
corning to Canada, you know? You ' re like Wow! I could 
be living in a shack like this. In tead I have four floor m 
my house.' Then you feel lik 'Thank-you Nonno, thi 
the best'(Steven Scalia 200 ). 
Another con equence of my informant ' Family Visit eem to hav been a 
renewed en e of cultural identity. Thi did not occur with the chool Trip or the 
Ex tended Stay. As Paul Basu writes, "return movements are t ped wi th meaning and 
to visit the homeland is often an extremely powerful, emotional and life-changing 
experience" (Ba u 134). This belief wa often echoed by my informant who were 
overwhelmed by fam ily history and Italian pride in their hometown . Iizabeth 
explained that: 
The most moving experience for me in Italy was when I 
graduated from McGill , [and] as a gift, my parent took m 
to Italy for three week . It was the first time I went to my 
hometown. I'd nev r een it. We still did the tour, we 
landed in Mi lan and went around. But part of the trip wa 
pending time in my hometown and it wa the fir t time I'd 
ever been [there]. I met al l the family I 'd never m t all the 
cou ins. It was really nice. I saw the house my 
grandfathers built, the market, the church where my m ther 
was baptized. You know? o moving. I' d heard so much 
about my town and how it wa a little farming village and 
you know it was a farming vi llage back then but I was 
surpri ed with how modern and quaint it was. ontra1-y to 
exp ctations I liked it more than I thought I would. I aw 
where my parent were from ; o moving I can't de eri be -
y u hear things as a kid - you think ' I' m Italian,' but when 
you go you understand. This i what they had, what they 
left behind. There is a fee ling of, [knowing] I can alway 
come back here becau e this is where I come from 
(Elizabeth Cotignola 2008). 
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Figure 15: Elizabeth Cotignola and her mother walking out of the home where her mother 
was born in Campania (Used with permission - Elizabeth Cotignola Collection) 
I asked my informants why they undertook such Family Trips as young adults. I 
understood that when they were children, their parents wanted them to see where they 
came from but wondered about those who took Family Trips as older teenagers or adults. 
Elizabeth best summed up my informants' answers when she told me that she has: 
... longing for Italy when I'm not there. Which is funny 
because I wasn't born there and my parents don' t even have 
this longing, but I do. Italy ha always felt like home. When 
you get off the plane and you hear people speaking Italian 
it's a feeling ofbelonging and these are my people and this 
is where we come from (Elizabeth Cotignola 2008). 
For Tania Zampini, who has been to Italy four times, the feeling of 
belonging in Italy is one that hits her every time she sets foot on Italian 
soil. 
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It's very bizarre, like last year when I went, we landed in 
Milan and instantly, and you know I'm from nowhere near 
Milan, it's way up North and my family is from down 
South, and there was somethjng about the aura. I felt like 
'Okay this is where I should be right now. ' I don't feel 
pressured, I don't feel strange. I don't feel like an alien in 
this place, or a tourist. I spoke to the bus driver like I'd 
been doing it forever. As we were driving through the 
mountains and the farm , I was looking out the window and 
it felt like I had always been here. It was as if I had left, 
come to Canada for a little while and then gone back. It 
was very strange. I get that feeling every time I 'm there. I 
feel like I belong in Italy. When I got to Verona, I think the 
day after I went to an internet cafe to e-mail my mom and 
tell her I was fine. Then I wrote to my supervisor who is 
from Bologna ... One of the things I told him was, 'You 
know it's very strange as we were driving into Verona I 
thought to myself, what is keeping me from being here? 
Like, why don't I come back more often? It feels like I'm 
just meant to be here.' And that was a very sincere reaction. 
It wasn't artifice, this is actually how I felt (Tania Zampini 
2008). 
Figure 16: Tania Zampinj sitting in a courtyard in Verona (Used with pennission - Tania 
Zampiru Collection) 
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Clorinda and Angela Antonacci were very clear in their answers, although their view on 
Italy are very different. They believe that in order to truly understand yours If, you must 
understand your cul ture and fami ly history. For the sisters, understanding their culture 
takes on variou fo rms. For Angela, it entailed many short visits to Italy to vi it family 
and tour the cities to keep in touch with her Italian heritage. However she is mo tly 
concerned with haring the language and traditions with her young daughter, now aged 
two, in Montreal than with visiting Italy. Clorinda, on the other hand, believe that to 
truly eli cover her heritage she must spend vast amounts of time in Italy. A teacher in her 
early thirtie , she leaves Montreal each June when he i fini heel teaching at Pear on 
High School and heads off to Italy until she must return home to Montreal for the new 
school year. These vi its are, for her, the antithesis of her time in Montreal. She ha a 
small garden in Abruzzo to tend to and he likes "the little town b cau I have solitude 
there. [It's] so peaceful. My grandmother is there [in Italy]. It's about finding a 
connection to this other side of who I am. It's tranquil" (Clorinda Antonacci 2008). 
Montreal Italian visit Italy for many different reason and in many way . Each 
trip type offer a way for Canadians of Italian descent to interact with their home country. 
chool Trips offer a touri st-centered taste of Italy wh ile Extended Stay allow young 
adu lt to immerse themselves in Italian culture on their own tem1 without parents 
coloring their image of Ita ly. Family Vi its offer young Montrealer of Italian de cent a 
way to reconnect with a history that is larg ly unknown to them. It offers them a en of 
place and of family history that is lacking in Montreal for immigrant Italian famili . 
These trips a! o erve to encourage young Canadian Italians to keep speaking Italian to 
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maintain ties with Italy and to bolster cultural identity. These narratives reinforce their 
connection to Italy and are outward performances of their changing relationship to Italy 
and their own complex and dynamic identities as Canadian Ital ians. As will be seen in the 
next chapter, another way my informants use to inform their identity is through the home-
based food preparation of tomato-making. 
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Chapter 5 
Making Tomatoes and Traditional Food Culture 
The \\!Omen and men of the immigrant groups had choices in 
America about what to eat, when to eat it and how. But their 
preferences were deeply affected by the experiences they endured 
well before they le.ft.for America. When they emerged from 
steerage and wandered through the vast American marketplace, 
they acted out/he legacies of their past hungers, yet were not 
pa sive in this process. Th ey themselves shaped the creation of 
new practices thai in turn became traditional (Diner 230). 
Forty years ago, Don Yoder defined foodways as "the total cookery complex, 
including attitudes, taboos and meal systems - the whole range of cookery and food 
habit in a society" (Yoder 325). Recent folkloristi c work on food, by scholars uch as 
Lucy Long and Holly Everett, focus on the construction of the "other" through culinary 
experiences. They explore notions of culina1y touri sm through exploratory eating and the 
construction of identity through food . As Long notes, food touches ev ry asp ct of our 
I ives and includes a "wide range of behaviors connected to thinking and talking about 
food" (Long 23). Ethnic foodways are a way for immigrants to retain part of their culture 
through gustatory and sen ory experience. They are often "mo t meaningful to the family 
members who make and partake of them. Their symbolic value lies in their ti to the 
immigrants' past" (Shortridge 149). While it is clear that foodways play an important role 
for immigrant , the younger generation of Italian Montrea lers under the age of 35 al o 
regards their traditional foods and traditional food preparation as a meaningful part of 
their cultural identity. In this chapter l explore the construction of elf through traditional 
foodways among young Montreal Italians. 
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--- -------------------------------------------------------~ 
Food is centra l to Italian cul ture. Its main role is not simply that of providing 
caloric needs or a pleasurable taste; food is also utilized as an expression of culture, 
regiona l affi liation and pride. The way Italians view and approach food has changed 
drastica lly over the cour e of the twentieth century. Many of these ideas have been 
haped by immigration, and an increased availability of food. Pre-World War II Italy wa 
a stratified country with one's social group dictating what foods could be eaten. After the 
war, the Italians who chose to immigrate to Canada and the United States found 
themselve in a very different food situation than they had had back home. In North 
America, they could eat the foods they were scarcely able to enjoy in Italy. Thus foods 
uch as pasta, tomato sauce and meat became staples of the Italian American diet.27 
Home-based food preparation was common among immigrants and many began to make 
their own tomato sauces, homemade pastas and cured meats. A couple of generations 
later, many of these practices have come to be considered traditional foodway . While 
ome of these customs arc not actively practiced by the younger generation of Montreal 
Italian , tomato-mak ing is a living tradition still central to the Montrea l Italian cultura l 
expen ence. 
Appreciating the role of food and the importance of tomatoes in contemporary 
Montreal Italian culture requires an understanding of the socia l history of food in Italy. 
J\s Diner points out, today's Ita lian food is often associated with the abundance of rich 
tomato sauces, fresh pastas, fine olive oils and delectable cheeses but, hi storica lly, this 
was not often the case with most Italians. The unification of Italy played a significant role 
27 My use of the term "Italian American" denotes Ita lians living in the whole ofNorth 
America. 
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in moulding Italian food culture. The Unification or Risorgimento, et out to destroy 
Italy 's feudal past, further complica ted the lower cia s's already difficult relationship to 
land and food. Conversely, financially well-to-do Italians had acce s to the bountiful 
yield of ltalian agriculture. They ate a variety of carefully prepared, complicated dishes 
that eventually became ynonymous with Italian cuisine (Din r 27). The poor did not 
have this same access to a va ried diet; the only times they were given a feast was on 
r ligiou holy days when the rich families would feed the poor in a gesture of charity and 
compassion. Class distinctions, and their relationship to food were se n in everyday 
interactions between rich and poor. Most notable would have been the public outdoor 
restaurants in citic such as Naple where rich and poor ate together. The maccaronaro211 
would 
set up shop outside, with two tall toves on which stand two 
ample pots forming the front of hi booth . He wears an apron 
and holds a long handled ladle. On his right is a bench wi th a 
platter of grated chee e, a large pan of tomato sauce, a pile of 
bowls. His customers eat on the spot, the rich st take cheese 
and sauce, others only cheese while the poor content 
them elves with a little water from the pot (Diner 41 ). 
Though most ltalians would have to content themselves with hard bread and soup, 
in the late nineteenth century, Italian food was slowly becoming synonymous with high-
clas cuisine in urope. The cookbook La Scienza in Cucina e L 'Arte di Mangiar Bene, 
published in 189 1 by Pellegrino Artusi was the fir t cookbook accessible to untrained 
cooks who did not speak French. It was gea red toward the women of the growing 
merchant class and contained a compilation of dishes from around the Ita lian peninsula: 
n The pasta vendor. 
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[Artusi] helped plan and unify the various regional cui ines 
and sanctioned, for example, the official entrance of potato 
gnocchi into the daily menu and the introduction of tomato 
auce as a condiment for pa ta di hes (until then, tomatoes 
were mainly eaten raw or u ed on meat, eggs, fish and 
chicken) (Scorcinelli 83). 
In hi book, which popularized the u e of sauce made from tomatoe , rtu 
explain th procc s of making tomato sauce: 
Prepare a battutto29 with a quarter of an onion, a clove of 
garli c, and a finger-length stalk of celery, a few ba il I ave 
and a sufficient amount of par ley. eason with a li ttle 
olive oil , sa lt and pepper. Mash even or eight tomatoe and 
put everyth ing on the fire, stirring occasionally. Once you 
sec the sauce thick ning to the con i tency of a runny 
cream, pa s it through a sieve and it is ready to use. This 
sauce lends it elf to innumerable uses, as I shall indicate in 
due cour e. It is good with boiled meat, and excellent when 
served with cheese and butter on pasta as well as when 
u ed to make ri otto (Artu i I 2 I). 
Though Artu i can be cred ited with bringing the idea of a tomato auce for pasta to the 
li terate public he was not the fir t chef to combine tomato auce and pasta di he . In fac t, 
he give credit to a chef of the previou century, "France co Leonardi was possibly the 
first chef who thought of seasoning pa ta with tomato sauce. He was once employed by 
atherine II o f Russia, and wa 'fluent' in Polish, Turkish, French and German 
gastronomy as well"30 (Artusi lxv). 
When tomato auce was fir t being introduced as a proper condiment to pa ta, it 
was clearly r ervcd for the richest familie . Only they could afford to eat auce at the 
pasta vendor's stand, and only the riche t would have been the literate audience for 
11.) 
- A beaten or chopped base. 
3° France co Leonardi 's Apicio Moderno Ossia L 'Arte di Apprestare Ogni Soria di 
Vivande publi hcd in 1807 is often seen a the fir t historical profile of Italian cuisi ne. 
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Artusi's cookbook. The rest of the Italian population was eating a very different diet. 
Even in the middle of the twentieth c ntury, tomatoes had yet to become ubiquitou with 
Italian food for many of the lower cia es. My mother was born in 1948 and pent her 
ea rly childhood in the farming village of Bari ciano in the Abruzzo r gion of South-
Central Italy. he explained in an e-mail interview that the food her fa mily ate was very 
di fferent from the food many people a ociate with Italian cui ine. She write : 
If memory serves me right breakfast consisted of warm 
milk and some bread. There wa no cake/sweet unles it 
wa a special day like Easter or Christmas. onna would 
give me a fruit a a snack for school, a pear or apricot or 
whatever wa homegrown. Once onno came to Canada 
and there was some money he would even buy me 
bananas. I loved bananas. Lunch was usually some oup 
with bread: pasta and lentil , pasta and bean etc. It wa 
alway home made pasta. You were lucky to get a piece of 
a usage or a piece of cheese with it. Supper wa oup aga in 
or once onno wa here (in Canada) paghetti with oil and 
garlic. Meat was very rare. onna say , you at m at 
when a chicken died, maybe a little meat when th pig wa 
killed in mid-winter. Remember, they used every part of 
the pig. au age , prosciutto, blood pudding, even the 
fat/brains were u ed to make coppa. 1 You ate lamb at 
Ea ter, that was a treat. Lots of fruit and vegetables 
becau e that's what they grew in the field . Thing like 
corn , potatoes, apricots, pears etc .... and nuts e pecially 
almond and walnut becau e there were many 
almond/walnut tree in Bari ciano. You would eat th e 
nuts with dark (black) home made bread. It wa a treat to 
eat white bread. I only got to eat white cru ty Itali an bread 
when onna would go to L' Aquila.32 The diet con i t d of 
whatever was home grown and homemade bread and pa ta. 
uts (lentil s, bean , peas etc .. . grown there) . Potatoe 
(imagine potato/pasta soups). Walnuts and almond and 
lots of frui ts and veggies. Corn was used a lot p cially for 
31 The cured or raw collar/neck of a pig. 
32 L' Aquila is the cap ital of the province of Abruzzo and about nineteen kil meter from 
Barisciano. 
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polenta. Meat was extremely rare. Exotic foods like 
bananas came only after Nonno came to Canada (Paola 
Sanchini 2009). 
As family lore would have it, my grandmother likes to tell the story that once my mom 
came to Canada, she was so enthralled with the abundance of bananas that she ate them 
non-stop and became a proper "piccoLa grasselta. "33 
Notably absent in my mother's description ofwhat she ate while livi ng in Italy is 
tomato sauce. She explained that this was for two reasons. Firstly, until her father came 
to Canada her fami ly could not afford to buy spaghetti and would make pasta by hand 
and the only pasta her mom wou ld make was short soup pasta. Secondly, though they 
did grow some tomatoes in their fields, they were not used for sauce. Their tomato sauce 
came from store-bought tomato concentrate until the canning proc ss began to take hold 
in her village, sometime in the early 1950s (Paola Sanchini 2009). 
The question of how tomato-canning became so popular among Montreal Italians 
is one that can only be answered by the older generation of Italian immigrants in 
Montreal since it is not written in any history book or cookbook. What I could glean from 
speaking with variou older Italian immigrants was a shaky oral history of a fruit that was 
not commonly used as a condiment for pasta until well after World Warn. None of my 
informants knew when the tomato-making34 tradition started in their families. They knew 
that it had been practiced in Italy, but nothing more. My grandmother and great-aunt 
33 Little fat girl. 
34 The term "tomato-making" was used by all my informants and seems to be simply 
direct translation from the dialect Italian "Fare g Li pommodori" (standard Italian: Fare i 
pomodori). 
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contend that the process of making tomatoes came to our village of Barisciano only aft r 
World War II. Unti l that time, if they needed tomato sauce, which was rarely since they 
were very poor farmers, they would buy tomato concentrate, dilute, and season it. Both 
women have told me repeatedly that they only made tomatoe a few time before they 
came to anada in the 1950s. When I have a ked them how long they have been canning 
tomatoes, they u ually answer with the number of years they have been in anada. 
The father or one of my informant told me that while he is fairly ure his family 
made tomatoes in Italy, he can only remember them ever being made wh n he wa 
already in Montreal (Frank DeVincenzo 200 ). It seems that it wa only in anada that 
the tradition r ally took hold for them, though it was undoubtedly practiced by some and 
to some extent in Italy before emigration. Not only were the prices of tomatoes cheaper in 
Canada, they were al o readi ly available in grocery stores to be purcha ed and in farm 
to be picked. 
Prior to emigration, Italian women played an important role in dictating what th 
fami ly ate. A Diner notes, "despite eparate eating, men recognized the impotiance of 
women in the universe of food. In recalling their chi ldhoods, they [the men] lovingly 
reca ll ed their mothers a good cook , able to tran form meager raw product into ta ty 
di h s" (Diner 32). Women' culinary culture blended private and public phere . 
Though meals were generally consumed at home, many towns had c mmunal oven that 
enabled women to bake their bread in the company of others: 
Women's culinary ski ll reflected on thei r family. Hu band 
earned the flour or oil but wives stood on the front line , 
changing raw product into the edible, omething which 
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sati fied the body's need for calories and produced the 
plea ure of taste (Diner 36). 
Though wom n tried their best to sati fy their families' hunger pang , for "the most part 
in Italy a poor diet had been characteristic during the large t part of the nineteenth and 
twentieth century" ( orcinelli 81 ). 
When the fami ly left ltaly and immigrated to Canada, it wa up to the women to 
take control of their food culture. While food i genera lly a female stronghold in Italian 
households, ome or the food traditions are male-centered practice . In fact , most of the 
!ood-ba ed cu toms I spoke to my informant about were g nder- pecific. Tradition 
uch as making wine and the curing of vari us meat were undertak n by the men of the 
family , while making pasta and chee e, and tomato-canning were the domain of the 
women. The making of wine among ltalians seems to have followed the ame path a 
tomato-making. Luisa Del Giudice note in her study on wine culture among Toronto 
Italian that her father did not particularly enjoy wine in ltaly. He only began con uming 
and producing wine wh n he immigrated to anada in the 1950 (Del Giudic 200 I: 
21 0). She further elucidates on this point and notes that, "for immigrant , good table win 
was not readi ly avai lable at rea onable co t so they had to make their own. Many in fact 
acquir d direct wine-making ski ll s only in Canada" (Del Giudice 200 I: 220). When 
talking about the male- dominated field of wine-making, he not that "red wine, life' 
blood was clo ely a sociated with manhood and virility. Further, wine figured at the 
center of a male cosmology, creating and cementing male bond aero generations, in a 
sort of brotherhood of the grape" (Del Giudice 2 16). 
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Figure 17: My nonno and father pressing grapes. (Photo by L.S.) 
The process of wine-making differs between families and since none of my 
informants actively or regularly participated in making wine, I can only describe how my 
family makes wine. As early as I can remember my grandfather offered his grand-
children wine mixed with ginger-ale at the dinner table, and often encouraged us to drink 
his wine, saying that it would make us stronger. As Del Giudice notes, "daily wine 
consumption was encouraged in children as well to make healthy and strong bodies" (Del 
Giudice 213). 
In the early fall , my grandfather buys both red and white grapes. He changes the 
type of grapes every year. After we have assembled his grape press we wash the grapes 
and begin squishing them with a grape press such as the one depicted in the picture 
above. We usually start with the white grapes and add the red ones last so our red wine is 
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never very dark and usually more of a ro e. Were-pres the grape a few more times to 
ensure that all the juice has been removed. My father explained the proce s h follows, 
once the grape have been pressed: 
You bring the juice bucket into your cold room and open 
the lid to expose the juice to the air. There are yea t in the 
air which wi ll promot the fermentation proce s. Y u let 
the juice ferment - you wi ll notice a fizzing action in the 
juice, which usually continue for about fifteen day or so, 
depending on the weather, temperature of the room and o 
on. When the fermentation decrease , you place the lid on, 
but very loosely. When you notice that the fermentation, 
the fizzing, has topped, you pour the juice into the d mi-
john . Do not cork the demi-john for at least a month, 
becau e if there is further fermentation, the demi-john will 
bur t. nee there i no more fermentation vi ible, you cork 
the demi-john. Let it age for another month and then you 
can decant it into ga llon containers. Remember, whenever 
you transfer wine from one container to another, you mu t 
not di sturb the sediment at the b ttom. Use a iphon. You 
can now drink the wine, but it taste will improve with 
some aging (Richard anchini 2009). 
Sine my grandfather' mild stroke in 2004, we have lowly convinced him to 
stop using hi mechanical pre s to make wine. Instead he and my father now buy the 
grape juice and fe rment it in their respective cold rooms.35 Buying pre-pres ed grape 
j uice has slowly taken over from pressing the grape at home as the population of wine-
makers ages. Thu , a Lui a Del Giudice notes "the trend to purcha juice ready for 
vinification has made the wine press obsolete in Toronto, exc pt for the diehard who 
refuse to give up old ways" (Del Giudice 225). 
35 The "cold room" or cantina, is an air-conditioned root cellar-type room, u ually on th 
ground fl oor or in the ba ement of a hou e that tores all the pre erve , cured meat and 
wme. 
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Male-dominated customs were practiced by fathers, grandfathers and uncles but 
not by my male informants themselves. Alexander Scalia, born in 1990, explained to me: 
My Zio Emidio takes care of that - the sausages. I've helped 
him out when I wa younger. With my nonno too, when my 
nonno was still ali ve. They would al ways do that together. 
Most of the time at my nonno' hou e, I remember the meat-
grinding machine. I li ked to turn it. I also learned that they 
actually wrapped the sausages in pig intestines! For some 
reason I still ate the sausage after that. Personally, maybe it' s 
something that 1 would do later on in life. I don' t think I have 
time to do it. I do thing in li fe that they don't do. It 's not 
someth ing I would necessarily think of continuing (Alexander 
Sca lia 200 ). 
Andre Di Pietro, a 24-year-o ld li ving in the St. Laurent area of Montreal, echoed 
thi s sentiment when he told me that since his father and grandfather died, neither 
sausages nor wine are made anymore. He was open about his lack of interest in any of the 
food traditions I asked him about. His answer was: 
I don't get involved. I'm not interested. No one makes 
sausages anymore. My father and grandfather did when 
they were ali ve. The men used to do it. Same thing with the 
wine, it was the men. My father and grandfather are 
deceased but they used to take care of that (Andre Di Pietro 
2008). 
Though Andre and Alexander expressed little interest in continuing the traditions their 
grandparents brought over from Italy, this was not always the case. Karim Rahim wa 
never involved in certain food traditions as a child but explained that he is interested in 
lea rning some of them to keep the tradition going. He described his experiences with the 
traditions: 
My grandfa ther made the wine. He' s topped now that he's ick 
but that 's just the e few years. Now I think my uncles took it up. 
I went once to observe and help out but never regularly. The 
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sausages were very limited. A few years they experimented with 
it. But cheese, they did. My grandfather made the cheese until 
hi s hea lth got worse. I didn't help out. Every year he slaughters 
a goat, no a baby sheep, a lamb and twice I've been to help him. 
lt's for Easter dinner. He goes with hi s friend every year. It's 
like a ritual thing. I'm most interested in keeping up the wine-
making tradition. We make red and rose wine (Karim Rah im 
2008) . 
I surmise that the reason my male informants were less than enthusiastic about keeping 
up food trad itions, d spite their more general enthusiasm for their Italian heritage, was 
that they find other ways to express their !tal ian identity. Many of them wear Italian 
occer jerseys regularly, watch Italian soccer, speak the language, and have visited Italy. 
A perfect example of this happened when I interviewed Steven Scalia. On the day of our 
interview we had an interesting exchange on Italian fashions in Montreal: 
Steven: A lot of Italians here dress Ita lian head to toe. Like 
here people wear Kappa Italia clothes. Italy soccer team 
jackets, bracelets . .. 
Laura: Would you be an example? Just today, your braces, 
shirt, belt and bracelet are all Italian flags or Italy-related! 
(laughs) 
Steven: l 'm proud of being Ita lian. I want people to know 
I' m Itali an (Steven Scalia 2008) . 
My female informants on the other hand, did not wear their "lta lianness" on their sleeve. 
Though they may watch soccer, visit Italy and speak Ita lian, there is a sense that food is 
an integra l way to experience Italian culture. Also, many ofthem grew up with their 
grandparents as thei r main caretakers and being around an Italian nonna guarantees a fair 
share of kitchen time. 
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Many of my female informants expressed the desire to have been taught om of 
the various male-dominated food customs, but this was rarely allowed. Due to the fact 
that I come from a relati vely small fa mily, our food traditions could not be gender-
specitic and so I have participated in the making of wine and sausage and meat-curing. 
Though Lucia Silvestri wants to ta ke part in the wine-making tradition, she admits 
knowing frustratingly little about it : 
Wine, we don't make every year. I don't help out very 
much. I'm confused by it. My father and my uncle make it. 
My grandmother gives orders, but doesn' t reall y help. We 
don't make very much wine, mostly red. I don 't even know 
if we have a pres ! Wine, I would like to get into it. I don't 
know much about it but I would like to. I think wine is more 
interesting (Lucia Silvestri 2008)! 
Tania Zampini mentioned on a few occasions that she repeatedly asked her father 
to take part in the wine-making process, but to no avail : 
My dad makes hi own wine in the garage. I've never been 
around for that. We're not allowed. I keep asking and he 
never invites me. I wish he would let me but he has weird 
supersti tions. For the wine he insists this is a phal lic-centric 
activity, it ' a male thing. He does it with his brother-in-law 
and his son. He only makes red wine (Tania Zampini 2008). 
This sentiment i aga in expressed by Michelle De Vincenzo who al o wishes to learn the 
process of maki ng wi ne but is often excluded from this generally male-centered custom: 
My dad makes wine. He still makes it. Occasionally he 
brings me down to help. He used to buy the grape and I wa 
lucky enough to squish them with my feet, but now he buy 
the juice. He usually makes red wine; very seldom does he 
make whi te. He makes it every year with my uncle. It 's a 
man thing; they get together in the fa ll and spend the day 
together. They make prosciutto and sausages. I think I 'd like 
to do the wine. I've been asking my dad to show me how to 
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do the wine; he sa id the next batch he would teach me 
(Michelle De Vincenzo 2008). 
For Timia Di Pietro, the death of her father and grandfather when she was young spelled 
the end of every food tradition but the tomato-making. Until their death , the family made 
wine, ausages and cheese, but after they passed away, almost as though out of respect 
for the father and grandfather, the trad itions were discontinued: 
When my fa ther and grandfather were ali ve they made wine. 
They made a mixtur of white and red. r ate the grapes as a 
kid. I remember the press but I never helped. It was like a 
guy thing. The sausages, my mom and grandmother helped 
my father. When he pas ed away we stopped doing tho e 
things. My grandmother used to make cheese. That wa 
good. Delicious ricotta. That has stopped since my father 
pa sed away (Timia Di Pietro 2008). 
My informants had various reasons for keeping up traditional foodway practices. These 
reasons fall under three 1-luid groupings. Some keep the traditions because they ee them 
as a link to their culture and fa mily. A number also undertake these cu toms becau e they 
see them as healthier and more natural alternati ves to their grocery store counterpart . 
Others take part in them because they are not given much choice in the matter; either they 
live at home or their parents refuse to share the fini shed products with them unless they 
help. As Pina Ippolito told me, "When we come in, the grand-daughters, it 's mostly like, 
if you want bottles, you have to come help. They bribe you!" (Pina Ippolito 2008). 
As with many folk traditions, there are alternate ways to make tomatoes, all of 
which produce similar results. The beginning of the process is simple; one mu t acquire a 
uitable number of tomatoes for canning. The tomatoes are either bought in bushels from 
grocery stores ca tering to the Italian community, from an outdoor farmers' market, or 
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they are picked by hand at a farm. In late August, when the tomatoes are ready to be 
picked, many Italians drive out to various U-Pick farms across Quebec and either pick the 
tomatoes themselves or buy them in bulk. Once the tomatoe have been purchased, they 
are left to ripen on blankets in the garage. 
Figure 18: My nonna and mother with ripening tomatoes. (photo by L.S.) 
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Figure 19: Marcella DeVincenzo gathering tomatoes for blanching. (Photo by L.S) 
On the day chosen to make tomatoes in my family, we assemble in my 
grandparents' garage and open the garage door enough to let air in and prepare the 
propane tanks. The large pots, spoons, juice extractor and colanders are taken out of 
storage. Then the tomato-making process can begin. 
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-Figure 20: My Nonna and Zia Pia making tomatoes while Diana Di Paolo 
and a neighbor watch (photo by L.S. ) 
Angela Antonacci has made tomatoes with her family since she was a little girl 
and described this pre-process to me: 
We Jay them on the floor on an old blanket and Jet them 
ripen. That usually takes a couple of days. After that, we 
choose the good ones that are really ripe and ready to go . 
. . . It takes about six hours ... We usually do it on the 
weekend. My dad goes to fill up the propane tank! 
Everything comes out, from the big pot to the big stirring 
spoon. The aprons, the hairnets, my mom used to put a 
fazzolett '36 in her hair to makes sure it didn't go into the 
sauce (Angela Antonacci 2008). 
36 Dialect Italian for a kerchief (standard Italian: uno fazzoletto ). 
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Figure 21: Tomato-Making Processes: A Comparison 
Bagnomaria (Bottle Boiling) 
Raw, whole tomatoes 
Cut or crush/blend tomatoes* 
Bottle with fresh basil (close bottle) 
Cover jars with blankets 
Bolire II Succo (Open Boiling) 
Raw, whole tomatoes 
Cover jars with blankets 
*There are two main ways of Bottle Boiling: a 
pezzetti (in pieces), or cru hed and blended 
tomatoes. 
** If the bottles are not wrapped in cloth, they will hit 
each other or the pot and crack. 
***If the jars have not been warmed properly, they 
will explode due to a sudden, extreme change in 
temperature. 
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Two main processe were followed by my informant , the seem ingly older 
Bagnom.aria3 7 (Bottle Boiling) and the newer Bolire if Succo38 (Open Boiling). Once the 
tomatoes have sufficiently matured they are ready to be canned. The Bottle Boiling 
method calls for the raw tomatoes to be cut, crushed or blended before being bottled in 
Mason jar with fresh basi l leaves. Then the jars are placed in a large steel tub and boil d 
over a propane-heated burner. This boils the tomato pieces and seals the jars shut. 
Genera lly, two types of tomatoes are used, the Roma and the San Marzano. The San 
Marzano, the plum tomato, is idea l for tomato sauce as it is not too watery and has plenty 
of pulp. My family buys a combination of Roma and San Marzano, though many of my 
informants use on ly San Marzano. To ensure that the jars do not touch each other and 
break, many informants wrap them in cloths before boiling. Once boiled, the jars are I ft 
to cool in the water for a few hours before being taken out. Finally they are placed und r 
blankets in the garage and there they remain until the jars are to be divided up among 
fam ily member and placed in their respective cold rooms. 
37 Bagnomaria refers to a proces of cooking where you boil the jar containing the food. 
38 This method was not given a name by my info rmants. My grandmother, who use thi 
method of cann ing ca lled it as uch. Succo refers to the liquid that comes out of fruit or 
meat. This is not to be confused with the term sugo, the Italian word for sauce. 
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Figure 22: A fami ly making tomatoes following the Bottle Boiling method. 
(Photo by L.S.) 
Lucia declared that Bottle Boiling is the best method for pre erving the freshnes 
of the tomato, "When you cook the sauce, the tomatoes are juicy from being boiled. You 
pass them through the blender and then you start your sauce. It ' s a fresher taste than the 
other way. Or you can leave them in pieces and make a light fresh sauce" (Lucia Silvestri 
2008). Frank was skeptical while watching his daughter Marcella make tomatoes using 
the Open Boiling method. He turned to me and said: 
I do it differently than Marcella. I boil them, crush them, peel 
them, and put them in jars with basil and parsley and then 
boil the jars gently in water to seal the jar and then they' re 
good for years and years. This is the best method I think. For 
tomato pizza or pasta, this is the best way. This is the first 
time I see my daughter do these types of tomatoes and I' m 
anxious to see how they will tum out. It's an art, like making 
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beer or wine. It' s the art of mak ing tomatoes (Frank De 
Vincenzo 2008). 
Sabrina Piane e, whose family adhere to the Bottle Boil ing method, explained 
the proces to me in detail , as I wa relatively unfamiliar with it. Though her family put 
the Mason jars in ocks before they are boil d to cut down on broken jar : 
In the earlier years [in Canada], my grandparents went to 
the farm, to pick their tomatoe , but quickly stopped. We 
used to go to my father's cou in who owns a 
tore/re taurant but he sells tomatoe . We would order a 
few bu hcl . We do it old- chool so it 's a good two day 
of pure torture, I have no life for those two days. I'm till 
li ving at home o I'm still doing the tomatoes. My mom 
and I do it. My grandmother wi ll do it sometimes but 
maybe only one bu hel. So we put the tomatoe on table 
in the basement away from unlight, we let them mature. 
We wa h the tomatoe , next we boil them, then peel th m 
and then we have to take out the seeds and quarter them 
and then put them in colanders and put them in jars. [Then 
she] mulches them, and close them up with basil leave . 
The jars are put into sock and th n, the ock are to 
protect them so they don ' t crack or explode. They boil 
them for half an hour and we remove them from heat and 
take them out of the water the next day. Making it the 
other way, making the auce itself doesn't Ia t as long and 
i not a fresh a when you keep the tomatoes in their pure 
sta te. And we do that every year. It 's a very simp! but 
long proce s (Sabrina Piane e 2008). 
The Open Boiling proces is a longer and more dangerou m thod of canning 
tomatoe that a few of my informant practiced. My family ha been practicing thi form 
of tomato-making for over thirty year now, because the Bottle Boiling method broke to 
many mason jars for my grandmother' s liking. This method ca lls for the raw tomatoes to 
be blanched whole in boiling water for a ~ w minutes. Once removed from the boiling 
water, the tomatoe are passed through a juice extractor to crush them forth ir juice and 
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to separate the skin and core from the rest of the pulpy tomato. These machines can vary 
greatly. My grandfather fashioned a homemade device from a clothes dryer motor, and a 
light switch. It is old and worn down but works very well. He also uses this machine 
when he makes sausages to pump the meat into the casing. It is also now possible in 
Montreal to buy such a motorized machine at an Italian cooking store. 
Figure 23: My nonno and his homemade Juice Extractor/Sausage Maker. The bucket on the right 
is collecting the skin and core of the tomatoes. A bucket facing him (not visible in photo) is 
collecting the juice. (Photo by L.S.) 
Once the tomatoes have been crushed and juiced, the juice is placed in a large 
cauldron over a propane-heated burner and boiled for forty to fifty minutes. The boiled 
juice is then ladled carefully into the Mason jars and the lids closed tight; the heat from 
the sauce ensures that the lid is sealed. The danger with this method lies in the ladling of 
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the boiling juice. If the jars are not sufficiently warm when the hot liquid is poured in, 
they will crack and leak boiling juice all over your arms and legs. This happened once to 
my grandmother's good friend and she received a painful bum and a lengthy stay in the 
hospital. 
Figure 24: Pia DiPaolo pouring boiling tomato juice into jars. (Photo by L.S.) 
Once the jars are sealed, they are placed under blankets to cool down until they 
are given away or put in the family cold room. Though this method is more dangerous 
and not as popular as the Bottle Boiling method, it is slowly gaining in popularity as a 
local celebrity chef, Stefano Faita, recently released a DVD on canning tomatoes in 
which he follows the Open Boiling method. Pina Ippolito's family follows a variant of 
Open Boiling, which she described to me as follows: 
My mom makes roughly 300 bottles of sauce. My mom 
makes a lot of tomatoes! They get their bushels, they 
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usually choose my aunt 's house because she has a garage. 
Let me tell you, you need a garage! You need a sink, a 
hose, everything. The day they come in they wash all the 
tomatoes late at night. My mom and my aunt wash the 
tomatoes and lay them out on the fl oor to make sure they 
are clean and dry . 
The next day they start at like 4:30 AM; it ' a big 
ordea l. U ually it takes two day . 4:30 to seven at night. 
They start out slowly because not everyone is there at 4:30. 
They have two big fu rnaces going, they put the burners, the 
propane, keep the garage door open, gotta get some air in 
there. They have those massive pots and big spoon . They 
cut the tomatoes up and boil them. It takes a while to get it 
all started, for the water to boil. 
The first batch is slow. After that they have the big 
recycling bins, my grandmother and other aunt come in and 
tart filling the bin with cut tomatoes. They cut some 
while others are boiling. It becomes an assembly line. I do 
the cutting, that's my job. I hate tomatoes. Fresh tomatoes, 
I don' t like. I will eat the sauce but the fresh ripe tomato? 
I' m not into that. 
Once the cutting is done, we can leave and the older 
women fini h up the boiling proces . Once it' s boiled, they 
have a separator machine that splits the tomato 's insides 
and skins away from the rest of the tomato and the sauce 
just drains out and that gets pour d into bottle with bay 
leaves. Jars are closed and put under blankets to keep them 
warm for a few weeks until they have settled and none have 
exploded and then people come and pick them up and they 
di vide the bottles up (Pina Ippoli to 2008). 
While these are the two main method of making tomatoes among my 
in formants, there are a few, less typica l alternati ves. Luisa Del Giudice note that om 
of her ramily 's tomatoe ar now being frozen whole instead of undergoing any cann ing 
process (Del Giudice 219). This is believed to fu lly retain the tomato's freshne sand 
navour while also having the added bonus of being a lot les work to prepare. However, 
he does not explain how her famil y prepares the frozen tomatoes as sauce. My family 
does freeze a few tomatoes each year and so I can surmise that her fa mily might prepare 
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the same type of sauce that we do from frozen whole tomatoes. Since the frozen 
tomatoes are whole, we simply run them frozen under hot water and then remove th 
skin . Then we cut or crush them up and add them to a hot skillet with ol ive oi l, garlic, 
parsley and basil and cook it qu ickly. This makes a light, fresh sauce that my family 
affectionately ca ll a" ummer sauce" as opposed to the heavier, less chunky sauce you 
make !'rom canned tomato juice. Another option for those who have sma ller families or 
are li ving alone i to buy canned plum tomatoes and use them as the base of your tomato 
sauce. 1 f you have a large family thi can get quite expensive as each can of tomatoes 
can cost up to four dollar depending on the size. 
Some of my informan ts were interested in continuing the tomato-making tradition 
because they believe it to be an integral part of their cul tural identi ty, much like speaking 
Italian or visiting Italy, not necessaril y because they found it to be an enj oyable proce 
As Angie sa id, she makes tomatoes because " it 's because it' a tradition, just like our 
language. We want to hold on to it" (Angie Antonacci 2008). Making tomatoes is a 
phys ica lly demanding custom. Getti ng up early and spending the day in a propane-heated 
garage while boiling, peeling and grinding pounds of tomatoes is not how many young 
people would defi ne enjoyment. Also, once the tomatoes are fini shed being made, the 
li nished product i not a immediately pleasing as ay, cheese, sau age and pasta. Th 
end result in thi case i bottled tomato juice/piece . As Angela and her sister Clorinda 
expla ined to me, they do not find it to be a pleasant trad ition to follow: 
Angie: Every year, we' re looking at about ten to fi fteen 
bushels. Last yea r we did eighteen because I did fi ve of my 
own. My mom did thirteen. It 's a lot of work! . . . Every 
time September comes around it 's li ke a fever. Tomato 
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Fever! ... When you're making eighteen bu hels, you're 
looking at, a week and a hal f of this?! [laughs] 
lorinda : Tomato-making eason! eriou ly when I wa in 
Ita ly 1 would always hope that the plane would be delayed 
and I couldn't come back in time ( ngela and Clorinda 
ntonacci 2008). 
In add ition, Angela elaborates that their younger brother, "Johnny g t away with not 
doing it. What I hate about the tomato the mo t i that your ti ng r turn orange. I itch 
l'rom the ac id" (Angela Antonacci 2008). Thus, to undertake thi tradition is a substantial 
commitment. Tomato-making provides a delayed gratification for those involved in the 
process. 
Tomato-making can be contrasted with other traditions uch a learning Italian or 
visiting Italy with on 's family. These traditions can be thought of a pa sive becau e 
they can be und rtaken a part of everyday life: most third generation Italian in Montreal 
learn Italian a children and visiting Italy erves a a fam ily vacation a well as a 
rediscovery of ancestry. However, the tomato-making tradition demand a con cious 
decision to place oncsel fin a temporari ly unpleasant environment with no possibility of 
an immediate reward. As children, many of my in formants came to de pi e tomato-
making season and actively tri ed to avoid it. Eli zabeth enthu iastica lly excla imed that 
" I' ve never ever had to do tomatoe, I've gotten out of it every year" (Eiizab th 
Cotignola 2008)! Lucia told me, "My parents till pick their tomatoe , they go to the 
farm. They like to go pick them, they actually enjoy it. I' m still trying to understand that. 
I alway tell th m I can't go because I've got homework. I avoid that experience" (Lucia 
Silvestri 2008)! 
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Wh ile it is a generally unpleasant experience for young people, it is a necessary 
evil in most fami lies. Tomato-making is also fami ly time for many. Due to the fact that it 
is a large-scale undertaking, you need a large number of people for it to be manageable 
work. Thus, it becomes a social event of sorts with family and neighbors popping in to 
lend a hand and share gossip. 
Even when it is not a huge undertaking there is an important social component. 
Marcella only makes a few bushels of tomatoes a year and she is usua lly helped by her 
husband and sister. Though the work gets done properly, there were many laughs about 
trying to fi gure out the kinks of her new juice extractor and how not to burn our hands 
handling the boiled tomatoes. A Marcella ' husband, Abraham, explained: 
I married an Italian and 1 do whatever my wife wants me to 
do. I've been making tomatoes for the past three years though 
it was mostly a spectator sport at the beginning for me. It was 
great. We did it wi th the [Marcella' s] grandparents the first 
time. Working in the garage, l was told not to touch anyth ing. 
Then I wa fed a big plate of pasta. And then wa pre en ted 
with a ton of tomato jars. It was great. rt worked out well for 
me now but it seems like it gets to be more and more work 
each year. I would like to keep it up, it' s a lot of fun but it 
always seems like uch a great idea unt il you actua lly get 
started (Abraham G. 2008). 
After we fini hed canning, Marcella's mom invi ted us all outside for lunch in the sun . 
Since my family is mall , our tomato-canning experience is imi lar to hers. Though the 
main purpose of the day i to can hundreds of tomatoes, there is plenty of ocializing. We 
start the day early, around ix, so mid-morning, my maternal grandmother brings a pot of 
c presso and cookies into the garage for us to enjoy while we work and a few hours later, 
a large pasta lunch is erved before going back to can the remaining juice. My 
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grandmother and great-aunt have been making tomatoes for decades, and talking while 
making tomatoes usually has nothing to do with the task at hand but is centered around 
church stories and filling me in on the family gossip I have missed while living in 
Newfoundland. Tania ha had imilar experiences of the whole fami ly getting together 
fo r tomato-making: 
My dad's side makes the tomatoes. I always took part in 
thi s. I had to. My dad was responsible for buying the 
bushels and choosing the tomatoes. He would go to the 
farm by himself. He didn't pick them though! He would get 
twelve to fifteen bushels depending on the year. We would 
have beets down on the floor in the garage and we would 
lay the tomatoes down one next to the other. Labour Day 
weekend we would et up an assembly line. We used to use 
a hand-cranked machine, now it ha an engine or 
something. Us, the kids, would have to collect the tomatoes 
and bring them to a basin and wash them (Tania Zampini 
2008). 
The same happens when dea ling with larger undet1akings. Larger families requir 
massive amounts of tomato sauce, upwards of a hundred jars or so, for the year and 
making it can take days and many family members to accompli h. Angela and Clorinda 
point d out that their aunt usuall y comes by to help the fa mily when they make tomatoes 
and the favour is reciprocated when she makes her : 
Clorinda: My aunt and uncle used to come help us and then 
we would go over to help them becau e they helped u . 
ngie: I have a friend of mine that at ix in the morning th 
parents are downstairs! The aunts and uncles go and they 
all do it together. W just do our own stuff on our own. 
Clorinda: We do it as we go so it takes us a long time. We 
do it at our leisure whereas them (the fri end) it 's a huge 
production line and by noon it 's done, and the next 
weekend it's at omeone el e's house. With us, it' just my 
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mom and my aunt who do them, my mom is the most 
amount. My aunt i starting to do them more aga in now, 
because her kids are married and they want it. But I've 
been to Italy and they don't do this! It's very rare, people 
that have farms wi ll do ome of this but here it caught on. 
(Angela and Clorinda Antonacci 2008). 
For some, especia lly thos informants who are mother , tomato-making creates 
both a social and provider function. Since mothers are often busy with their children, 
having a weekend to sit around with female fami ly members is a ocial event while also 
creating food that their children will benefit from. Pina explained to me that for the 
women in her family, making tomatoes is a chance for them to get together and catch up. 
Since many of them have chi ldren and do not get to see each other very often, it allow 
them to have some bonding time while also providing tomato sauce for their familie for 
the year. Interestingly enough this female-dominated event takes place in the garage and 
not the kitchen. Kitchens are usually seen as female space while the garage tend to be 
the male locale of a house. In this case, women are actively taking over a male-dominated 
space for a tradition that generally excludes men from taking part. Thus, the tomato-
making process creates a counter-hegemonic social element, along with its culinary 
objectives: 
There' my mom Mimma, her ister Nina, my grandma 
Rose, my dad's sister Santina, hi si ter Rose, his si ter 
Carmela. Then there's the cousins, so me, Antoinette, Ro 1e, 
Antonella and Carmy. The men don't take part. My dad 
might come and read his newspaper and drink coffee. He 
just watches, mak s sure the propane tanks are fu ll. It's all 
gossiping with us, family gossip, who is arguing with who, 
who is dating who. We wouldn 't ev n want the men there, 
it 's a woman's day but we get the work done. I enjoy doing 
it now. The system has changed over the years; before we 
used to cut everything in the kitchen and then move into the 
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garage but then my uncle put a sink in the garage. I look 
forward to it more now. Things started to change for me 
maybe in my late twenties when I became more family-
oriented and wanted to settle down. It became more 
important to me than going clubbing and needing to sleep 
(Pina Ippolito 2008). 
Among those who expressed an interest in keeping the tradition alive, a few also 
explained that they continue their family's home-based foodways because they view the 
products as healthier than commercially available options. Making tomatoes gave them 
the power to create and control what they are consuming and gave them a chance to 
remove themselves from the current mainstream culture of tomato sauce. 
Figure 25: Boiling tomato juice. (Photo by L.S.) 
Lucia and Marcella take part in the tomato-making process and are supporters of 
the custom for reasons other than continuing the tradition. Marcella, who is in her early 
thirties and also makes her own pasta, was clear about the fact that she was not interested 
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in making tomatoes while she was growing up. However, health concern and a desire to 
eat more naturally led her back to making tomatoes and asserting orne control over what 
she consumed: 
I' ve been making tomatoes with my family for five years, 
I've been interested in this for about five years. The past 
two years I've made them on my own. Growing up, I 
stayed away from making tomatoes. I was just never 
interested in it; I thought it was tedious and wanted to do 
other things with my summer. What changed for me was 
the realization that finding something organic and grounded 
was much more important than something bottled and also, 
continuing tradition is very, very important (Marcella De 
Vincenzo 2008). 
Figure 26: Michelle De Yincenzo crushing tomatoes (Photo by L.S.) 
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Lucia agreed with this point of view. As omeone who has many dietary concerns and 
pays very close attention to what she puts into her body, preparing and canning tomatoes 
at home is an idea l way to consume what i natural and without additives: 
You know what? The thing with the tomato sauce, I think 
that' great. It' fresh and natural as you can get. The 
auce you buy, you don't know what you' re getting, I 
mean, sure you don't know what's on the tomato but 
you' re not getting all that other stuff, right? I would like to 
continue. It 's a lot of work but it's worth it for the whole 
year (Lucia Silvestri 2008). 
As with many canning processes, tomato-making is not without it beliefs and 
dites. The main dite/belief I came across was the belief that a menstruating woman would 
ruin the tomatoes39. I use both dite and belief when discu sing because the terminology 
depends on the generation. My informants told me the dite, but did not believe it, while 
their parents and grandparents, who enforced these ideas, clearly believed in them. Two 
informants, Tania and Pina expressed a family belief in this belief. Pina explained that: 
Supposedly, if you're young and you have your period 
you're not allowed to make tomatoes. Because for some 
rea on they say you ruin the sauce or something; I'm not 
sure where that comes from. When we were younger that 
wa our excuse! I remember always saying I had my 
period. It 's an old wives' ta le (P ina Ippolito 2008). 
Tania' experience with this belief was ra ther different. In tead of menstruating acting a 
a tool for exc lusion in the tomato-making process, it simply relegated you to a job where 
touching the actual tomatoes wa not an option. She told me that 
My dad has weird superstitions. Like for instance, if we're 
making the sauce and any of the girls have their periods we 
are not allowed to touch the tomatoes because apparently 
39 For a wider di cussion on menstrual beliefs, see Penelope Shuttle, 1978. 
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the whole batch goes bad. So in that case we were stuck 
boiling the jars (Tania Zampini 2008). 
After speaking to several informants about these foodway traditions an important 
question was always on my mind. Why are certain tradition , such as making tomatoe , 
actively kept up by members of the younger generation of Italians in Montreal while 
other , such as making cheese, pasta, wine and cured meats slowly fading? I believe that 
there are several reasons contributing to this. First is the availability of reasonable 
substitutions. As Michael DiPaolo states "It 's just not something l can see myself enjoy 
doing, buying grapes and squ ishing them. l guess you can say I'm lazy but l 'djust rather 
go buy wine at the store" (M ichael DiPaolo 2008). From what 1 have gleaned from my 
informants, making homemade chee es and pasta were the first traditions to be stopped 
bccau e one cou ld easi ly import or buy Italian chee es and pastas that were ta ty and 
relati vely inexpensive. The same can happen with many cured meat uch as prosciutto, 
sa lami and pancetta. These meats are time-consuming to cure and can easi ly go bad, o if 
one can find a delicious substitution at the local Italian butcher or corner pastry tore, it 
make · ense to buy it. When it comes to wine and sausages though, replacing the 
homemade vari ety becomes trickier. If one consumes wine regularly, it becomes rather 
expensive to buy several bottles of wine a week when making it i a rather inexpensive 
venture. This is especially true if you buy the ready-made juice and imply have to 
ferment and bottle it yourself. Sausages can be bought commerciall y, but a my family 
discovered after trying several varieties, none come close to my grandfather's. Thi is 
why I believe, that although these traditions are not always being actively continued by 
my generation or Italians, they are sti ll being kept alive by pockets of people who find 
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uses for them. Another reason for lo ing certain traditions is the division of labour. In 
Italy, as many of my informants ' families were subsistence fanner , the only way for 
them to get many prepared foods was to make them themselves. In the Canadian 
capitali t environment, labour i clearly divided. When you needed chee e or meat in 
Montreal, there was an expert cheese maker or butcher for you to buy from. This way, 
you could get quality food products without having to create them yourself. The tomato-
canning is a different story altogether. No matter how expensive it is, the sauce you buy 
in grocery stores bears little to no resemblance to th sauce found in an Italian kitchen. 
Also, since an Italian family eats pasta quite regularly, buying pre-made sauce is very 
expensive for the quality of sauce that you are buying. 
Traditional foodways are "one of the most important symbols through which 
ethnic groups in America have maintained their individual identities and communicated 
them to the world around them. Food is, in fact, the most common form of symbolic 
identity' (Shortridge 145). Food production i an important part of Montreal Italian 
culture. The mak ing of wine, cheese, pasta, cured meats and tomatoes are all expre ton 
of an Italian ethnicity and identity. Though many of my informants no longer participate 
in the production of many of these foods, tomato-making is still a vibrant and dynamic 
roadway custom that is evolving with my generation's involvement. Taking part in this 
custom allows my informants to perform their Italian identity in a semi-private sphere. 
Through thi s trad ition they can assert control over their food consumption, provide food 
lo r their fami li es, spend time with their parent and grandparent and actively participate 
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in their culture while develop ing identity markers, products and processes for the 
performance of their cultura l identity. 
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Chapter Six 
Conclusion 
Prior to the beginning of thi s study, l did not bel ieve it was possible fo r me to 
think about Italian identi ty more than I al ready did. Leaving multicultural Montrea l, 
where I was one of 200,000 other Ital ians, and moving to the predominantly white and 
Iri sh city of St. John ' heightened the awareness I had about my own Italian identity. 
Suddenly, 1 wa the token ethnic in my group of fri ends. My food ways, tril ingua lism and 
oli ve complexion were exotic markers of my place a an outsider. 1 had never fe lt more 
Italian. 
At the outset of thi s thesis, 1 had hypothesized that the young Montreal Italians I 
interviewed would demonstrate a superficial relationsh ip to Italy, their Italianness and 
any traditional customs their fa milies had brought over. 1 assumed that since they were 
born and lived in a multicultural city they would have di stanced themselves from the 
traditional culture of their grandparents. However, after a few interviews, l realized I had 
been mistaken. My informants consistently demonstrated a steadfast passion for their 
Italian background. They have learned to nav igate a hybrid cul ture; not qu ite Italian and 
not yet Canadian, and have altered the identity markers of previous generations to sui t 
thi s hybridity. 
A signiticant aspect of this study is focused on changing identi ty markers and the 
performance of such. To thi s end, three case studies detailed three changing identi ty 
markers of Montrea l Itali ans under the age of 35. Church involvement is an identity 
marker that was centra l to my grandparents' generation. In Italy vil lage life was often 
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centered around the neighourhood church, and the traditions, ritual and customs that 
grew out of these rural church communities were then brought over to Canada. Attending 
an Italian church wa a necessity for the e immigrants as it allowed them to pray in their 
native language. For my generation ofMontrea lltalian , the necessi ty of an Italian 
language church is wan ing, as English has replaced Italian as our mother tongue. Since 
many young ftalians in Montreal are questioning their religious beliefs, the rituals and 
church festiva ls that were so important to previous generations are no longer va lued the 
same way. However, my informants still viewed the church as an important part of their 
identi ty because of its cultural impact on them. It ha become a gateway to their cul ture. 
Though the marker of church involvement has remained, it has been infused with new 
meaning by young Montreal Italians. 
Trips to Ita ly are another way for Montreal Ita li ans to foster a close relation hip to 
their culture and to their ancestral homeland. It is very common for young Montrea l 
Italians to undertake several trips to Italy. These trips, broken down into three type 
(School Trip, Extended Stay and Family Visit), allowed my in formants to acce s Italy on 
three different levels. The School Trip gave them the opportunity to experience the 
touristic element Italy has to offer, while the Extended Stay allowed them to under tand 
the rea lities of li ving in Italy. The Family Visit wa a chance for my informant to trace 
their fa mily history and spend time in their parents' hometowns. These trips and the 
narrati ves that accompanied them have become identity markers for my generation of 
Montreal Itali ans as w II as a way for them to express their attachment to their culture. 
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Tomato-making is an iconic identity marker for Montreal Italians and i one that 
has been embraced by the younger generation. The motives for keeping this tradition vary 
greatl y and differ from the reasons previous generations had for canning tomatoes. While 
my grandparents' and parents' generations focused on the frugality of tomato-making, 
my generation of Montreal Italians view it as a healthy alternati ve to store-bought sauce, 
a way to spend time with family and a tradition that must be kept because of its centrality 
to the Montreal Italian experience. 
Church involvement, trips to Italy and traditional foodways are all ways in which 
young Montreal Italians perform their cu ltura l identity. However, these are not the only 
identity marker of their generation. Other markers, such as fashion, involvement in 
World Cup of Soccer celebrat ions and language would be compelling areas for future 
research into this community. My informant , as young adults, were the p rfect 
candidates for the study of identity as they are at the age when one begins as erting an 
independent identity. 
This the is demonstrates that not only are identi ty marker fl uid dynamic and 
complex, they are also constantly being negotiated and altered by the community. A my 
informants age, what they consider to be significant markers of their culture will develop 
and change a their priorities shift. An important part of their identity is that they have yet 
to fully develop a sense of being Canadian. Thei r ideas of Canadianness were one-
dimensional and limited to hockey and the Olympic Games, yet when they visited Italy, 
several rea li zed how living in Canada had deeply inf1uenced them. In this sen e, their 
Canadian identity is defined as non-European. Since Canada i a country of immigrants, 1 
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believe the i ue of creating a Canadian identity for their children and grandchildren i 
one that will be at the forefront of identity and ethnicity studies for years to come. 
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